Radio Program
Glee Club Double Quartet Feature of "Tiger Takes Air" This Week. Listen In At
12:30 Friday, Station WAIM.
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Clemson's needs listed in "Statesmanship
And Values" piece, Page 2. Army ruling
Discussed. New Oscar.

Circulation, 5000.
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Former Rifle Room Makes Way For Visitor's Reception Center
$

TALK
~of~
IMPORTANT DATES:
Friday Afternoon
Time: 12:30. Place: The Air.
Second weekly "Tiger Takes The
Air" program over station WAIM
Features: Glee Club Quartet,
newscasts, sportscasts, editorial
comment.
Saturday Night
Time: 7:30. Place: College
Fieldhouse. Feature: Basketball
team meets Wofford, boxers fight
Presbyterian college.

Clubs' Taps Space
Deadline Listed
DR. B. O. WILLIAMS, professor of rural sociology and statis-_
.tics, will put South Carolina*"under the microscope" at the annual
press institute meeting in Columbia tomorrow. In the picture
above, Dr. Bo is shown displaying one of the charts "full of
startling information" that he will present to the state's newspaper editors and publishers.
—Staff Photo By Lee.

WILLIAMS TO TELL EDITORS AND
PUBLISHERS ABOUT STATE'S FIX
Tomorrow the Press Institute
of South Carolina will hear Dr.
B. O. Williams of Clemson de- Weeks Asked for
scribe the kind of Palmetto State
that emerges when the microscope
of hard facts has been turned Improvement
upon it.
The South Carolina that Dr.
Williams will reveal to the edi- Ideas
tors and publishers is a state

with a high proportion of its
population under 20 years of age,
with half of its people engaged in
agriculture, with two-thirds of
its farms worked by tenants, with
one-fourth of its tenants moving
every year, with its soils drastically eroded because of neglect,
with high fertilizer costs upon it,
with inadequate supplies of livestock to furnish meat, milk and
eggs for an adequate diet, and
with net farm incomes wholly
incapable of furnishing a decent
standard of living for its people.
Dr. Williams, who is professor
Francis Watson, a freshman of rural sociology and statistics
from Griffin, Ga., recently sent here says the problems that the
President F. D. Roocsevelt an state faced were of gigantic proinvitation to visit here.
portions but South Carolina was
The reply was:
rich enough in human and physical resources to cope with these
My dear Mr. Watson:
problems if its people attacked
The. President has asked me them with aggressive determinato thank you very much for tion.
your kind letter and to send
"Political and emotional agitayou his best wishes.
He hopes sometime to be able tion have proved inadequate to
get beneath the real sources of
to visit Clemson College.
our trouble," Dr. Williams says.
Very Sincerely Yours,
' Sometimes these methods have
M. H. McEVTYRE,
resulted in adding confusion to
Secretary to the President.
an already confusted approach.
Only by a factual, analytical and
dispssionate approach to these
problems can we come to grips
with reasonable understanding
and practical procedures.
"It was encouraging to observe
the calm and weighted thinking
revealed in the recent inaugural
t ddress of South Carolina's new
Governor. This has set a fortunate
example that should lead our peo(Continued on page three.)

Invites President
To Clemson Campus

Ton Of Fun

Architects' Works
At Greenville
The blue prints, architectural
drawings, paintings, and charcoal
sketches of several students in
the School of Architecture are on
exhibit in the Federal Art Gallery in Greenville.
Included in the group are the
architects' conceptions of theaters, public school buildings, children's libraries, cottages and residences, and memorial windows
and buildings.

Notice:

SAXEY DOWEI/L, two tan
comedian,'who will be featured
with Hal Kemp's orchestra at
the mid-winter dances, February 10.

Work on the reception room
being equipped
by
Tiger
Brotherhood next to the guard
room began this week.
The room, formerly day cadet's rifle room, is being painted and furnished and a door
will be cut between the gangway and the guard room
through which visitors and
guests will pass to the reception room.
The project, long, under consideration by the local leadership
organization, is under supervision
of President Tom Bainbridge of
Tiger Brotherhood, and Colonel
C. W. Weeks, Captain, J. D .Harcompe and Mr. Littlejohn.
"A place of this type for alumni
and student's visitors has long
been a need here," Bainbridge
says. At present they must stand
on the gangway until the cadet is
called.
^Day cadet rifles are now quartered in the textile building.

"It is too big aburden to levy
upon those over-taxed pocketbooks
at a time when they are even
flatter than usual" decided the
Central Dance Association, and
sided against having orchid corsages sent to all dates for the
annual mid-winter dances Feb.
10 and 11.
The orchid motif will be pursued, throughout, as originally
planned, except for the corsages
for the girls. This feature of the
swanky dances series is being
discarded as too expensive a luxury to be practical.
Ail ^ad^i^ are^of course free
to send their dates any- •fl&r.-.ars
they choose for the dance, but
the CDA no longer sponsors the
plan to send every girl an orchid.

TOWN

Movie Censors
We Southern folk don't often
get the chance to see real chorus
girls in action, and some people
on the campus say its for the
best.
Sunday night's reels included
a couple of shots of the "cancan," real yankee style, and every
time the dancing girls came on
either'a hand would go up over
the film or the Y theater lights
were dimmed. Some boys are wondering if that's coincidental.
Maybe . . .?
Usually reliable sources have
it that the CDA has a momentous
plan up the sleeve. The sources
say that Rivenbark and his fellows are cooking up an arrangement whereby their organization
could help, socially, practically
every student at Clemson, and at
no cost.
Details and the scheme itself
will be announced later, but while
the hint's out, we can say that
if things work out right, it'll
surely mean much to Clemson.
You know, The Central Dance
Association is the Clemson student body's social organization
—just as the Tiger it its newspaper and Taps the yearbook.
And comrade Rivenbark and the
others really realize that. WATCH
TIGER HEADLINES AFTER
MID-WINTERS!
Another "Maybe?
The ring committee too, will
have startling news sometimes
soon. And what news.
Tops
The Tiger makes these claims:
It is the only college newspaper
(Continued On Page Two)

Brotherhood
Sponsors
Construction

Corsage Scheme
Ruled Out By
Dance Officials

Under The Microscope-

The Tiger adds another service
with the debut of a classified ad
section to begin with the first
issue of the new semester.
"Lost and "founds" will be run
free, and other advertisements,
including business services,
"wanted to buy's" and "wanted
to sells" exchanges of rides,"
ftnd even personals, wiU be run
at a nominal charge.

The entire program of instruction for senior ROTC units in the
United States is under study,
Col. C. W. Weeks, Clemson Commandant said this week.
The war department has asked
Col. Weeks to study the present
program and submit suggestions
for changes to bring the present
plans up to a standard that will
compare favorably in scope and
content with other courses offered in the colleges having ROTC
units.
The war department is anxious
to find whether or not the Military Science training that candidates for the ORC are now receiving will properly fit them for
holding positions as Second Lieutenants in the reserves.
Col. Weeks said that any changes to be made will probably be
put into effect soon, because his
report is to be into headquarters
by March 1.

Luke Lafaye reminded all
Club Presidents today that the
deadline for the payment of
class and club Taps space is,
March first.
The deadline was established
this year to eliminate the confusion that has arisen in years past
when some club and class space
was still unpaid at the time to
distribute the annuals.
This year, all those whose club
and class space is not paid in full
by March first will be compelled
to wait until all other books hsve
been distributed, he- says. Further, no club members will receive
copies of the year book until the
club space has been paid.
Tad Shell, editor, expressed for
the Taps its hope that everyone
will pay for cluiL and class
space before March first.
The Staff announces tentatively
that the book will make its debut
the last of April.

Smith Sends
(i
Thank You"
Message
HAL KEMP RATED HIGH IN POLL
MADE BY PROMINENT MAGAZINE
By Barney Marshall
For the second consecutive year,
Governor Writes Hal Kemp has been rated as the
sweetest swing band of the naaccording to a recent survey
His Appreciation tion,
made by Metronome, one of the

leading musical publications.
Other statistics, as compiled
from votes cast by Metronome
readers, reveal that Kemp stands
fourth when an average taking
into consideration swing, sweetness and all-round favoritism was
taken.
General Stanley D. Embick, new Dear Friends:
Clemson's choice for mid-winter
fourth corps area commander, will
dances came out fifth when the
Your
kind
telegram
of
the
be present at the annual Clemreaders voted for their favorite
son cadet Brigade review here 17th has been received by me band. Hal and his popular band
visitor's day, Colonel C. W. Weeks
and I want to take this oppor- also made a fine showing in the
announced this week.
votes cast for the hottest band. In
General Embick succeeds Gen- tunity to express my deep ap- this he is sixteenth.
eral Mosley in the corp area
The band that made the best
command. He will visit Clemson preciation for your good wishes. average in this poll was Tommy
accompanied by Colonel Richp
Dosey, closely followed by Casa
Sincerely Tours.
mond.
Loma, Benny Goodman, and Hal
Burnet R. Maybank. Kemp. "With such a popular band
playing'for the Orchid dance FriThe Clemson Tiger
day night of mid-winters, there
Dear Friends:
be no disputing that we have
Thank you so much for your can
made a very favorable choice.
telegram. Please express to President Rivenbark of the CDA
President F. M. Whittaker of the everyone on your staff my deep
South Carolina A & M college appreciation for their kind says.
for negroes will be the guest thoughts and good wishes.
speaker at the February 7 meetSincerely Yours,
ing of the Fellowship" Club, local
Burnet R. Maybank.
civic group.

Embrick to Visit
At Annual Review

The Clemson student body and
the Tiger sent Governor Burnet
R. Maybank telegrams of congratulations at his inauguration.
This week they received the following letters of appreciation:
Clemson Student Body

Club to Hear
Wittaker and Choir

Edmonds Uses Cross Pollination Here
to Advantage In Sweet Potato Breeding
Delving into mother nature's
secrets, Dr. J. B. Edmond,
Clemson professor of horticulture, has done the proverbial
mother of plant life one better
by producing sweet potato
blooms in the Clemson green
house.
Dr. Edmond expressed: the belief that he had solved the secret
of improving the existing strains
of potatoes and found the method
of developing many improved varieties which would be impossible
except by cross pollination—the
method which his discovery will
make possible.
The secret of making potatoes
bloom, Dr. Edmond has found, is
to regulate the number of light
hours that the plants get each
day. He reached this conclusion,
he said, after observing Puerto
Ricon plants which grow the entire year, bloom only in mid-winter when the day light is short.
It was with this idea in mind
that he began his attempts about
two years ago to produce potato
blossoms in the Clemson green
house in winter.
During this winter the Clemson
Horticulturist met his first marked success. Early in September
he rooted several hundred cuttings which began blossoming late
in October. Most of the plants

Hodge Painting
At World Fair
Among the South Carolina
painters who will exhibit at the
World's Fair in New York is W.
H/ D. Hodge of the Clemson
Architecture school.
Mr. Hodge will show an oil
painting entitled "Low Country"
which is a summer pasture scene.
His delicate rendering of Live
Oaks and characteristic Spanish
moss makes the painting truly
distinctive.

Senior Miller to
Teach At Anderson

Sweet Potatoes Bloom Nicely -

By M. F. Simmons

Winchester Smith, prominent
Clemsonian who was recently
named chairman of the powerful
state legislature's ways and means
committee, wrote this week, in
reply to a letter oi congratulations from the Tiger:
The Tiger:
I appreciate very much your
letter of congratulations as to
my election as chairman of the
Ways and Means Committee,
a-id I hope that I can measui-o up to the position.
I am a great believer in Clemson, and always go there every
opportunity I have. Anything I
can do for Clemson, all she
has to do is to call on me.
Thanking yon very kindly I am
Yours Very Truly,
Winchester Smith.

blossomed freely until early January and some still bloom, he
said. In all more than 500 blossoms were counted. The potato
blossom is very much like the
morning glory blossom. The potato, being a sterile plant, does
not pollinate itself, and, therefore,
has to be pollinated artificially.
Of the 500 blossoms artificially
pollinated by Dr. Edmond last
winter only ten produced seed
pods. He has learned valuable
characteristics of the blossoms,

The Flower

however, and expects to get a
higher percentage of effective
pollinations in his future experiments'.
Some of the seed produced by
his last crop will be planted early
this spring. Dr. Edmond said that
he would regulate the number
of lighthours his plants receive
this summer by covering them
for a portion of each day with
a light resisting cloth. In this'
way he hopes to greatly increase
the number of crops produced
each year.
Although as yet he has not
made any marked progress in
cross pollination, this is his ultimate objeet. He hopes by cross
pollination to produce a potato
that has all of the desirable
characteristics of the existing varieties of potatoes. A breed adapted for each of the various purposes for which sweet potatoes are
used is also hoped to be produced.
First efforts will be toward a variety possessing a high starch
content.
Considering the facts that the
sweet potato is the most important vegetable grown in the south;
that no marked improvement has
been made in the varieties grown
in more than a century, and that
important commercial uses for
potatoes are rapidly being found,
it is evident that Dr. Edmond has
found the key to a great industry
as well as to mother nature's vault
of secrets.

Campus Burgulary
Nets Crook $40
Thieves broke into Dr. McM. M. Miller, senior in the In- Collum's drug store last week.
The known loss amounts to
dustrial Education Department,
goes to Anderson in a few days about $40.
to teach in the Boy's high school.
Miller, who is graduating in
Ind. Ed., is one of the outstanding
members of his class. He is president of the Iota Lamha Sigma,
the Ind. Ed. honor fraternity, and
has done much to keep this organization active.
Connected with Boy's high
"If you don't have 48 chromO'
school are four men who have had somes you're a freak."
Clemson College experience. They
—MacLaughlin.
are M. M. Miller, H. R. McGowan.
C. P. Moorer, and R. O. Haw"I'm thinking seriously of gothorne.
ing to work on the NYA myself
next year."
—Carodemos.

(3y ^ heir
TVords ....

Hufford Names 1939
Rifle Team Members

"Is there anything you can do
about an artillery shell that has
your name on it?"
—Dumas.
Final rifle eliminations have
been completed and the following
"Here it is near exam time and
men are on the 1939 squad, Major G. D. Hufford announced this no boys offering to treat me to
a coca cola."
week.
—Williams.
J. B. Frazier is captain of the
team, G. L. Vaughan is coach,
"He can hit the line about as
and George McMillan is manager.
hard as a woodpecker pecks a
The squad is as follows:
H. M. Covington, J. C. Crumb- limb."
—Daniel.
ley, W. J. Foster, J. B. Frazier,
E. D. Hiott, W. P. Hooker, M. R.
"The room will be ready right
Hunter, H E. Jaeckel, M. I. Jenkins, J. W. Johnson, D. B. Kenne- away."
—"J. C." Stanley.
dy, R. W. Kirkland, L. E. Lanford, K. G. Lytton, J. S. Mace,
"Think
about the French,
R. H. Mclntosh, T. T. McNair,
A. C. Reynolds, W. A. Robinson, not the French women." ,
_
—Rhyne.
L. T. Rogers, G. C. Salvo, L. M.
Spark, C. E. Spires, Jr., G. E.
"Here are two more papers
Thompson, C. iL. Vaughan, C. A.
with identical answers. Hell! I
Turner, G. M. McMillan.
guess I'd better checj
The incoming Tiger Staff will I gave them Jhe
be honored at a banquet in the
mess hall February 11. Special
"Thi^
guests will include faculty advisors for student publications and hoop si
several prominent newspaper men and toul
of the state.
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the Fertilizer Tax proves to be correct, and
Clemson receives the $201,011.00 appropriation requested this year, the sjatij-will pay
(from appropriation and Fertilizer Tax) $148..00 per student. Or, Clemson is asking the
State of South Carolina to provide sufficient
funds to pay just a little more than one-half
(the cost of operating the college during
1939-1940.
Clemson is grateful to those who have
visited its campus and explored its physical
plant in the past! We extend a cordial invitation to the people of South Carolina to come
and get acquainted with their agricultural
and mechanical school in the future. Its doors
will open wide to all visitors.

GWENDOLYN
IS THE TENTH SISTER OF
HER FAMILY TO ATTEND
GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE
FDR WOMEN/

. . . that Thurston Bagnal's case
isn't really one for the slaughter
house—he has just been sucked
in by Dan Cupid again, and Oscar
wonders how long this particular
siege will last.

REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BA

National Advertising Service, Inc.
420

College Publishers Representative
MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

The Busy Man-

"I haven't got time." "It will take too
long." "Sorry, but I have more than I can do
Earl Mazo
Editor now." . . . common excuses that we all hear
G. M. McMillan
Managing Editor
and make every day of precious time that we
M. R. I_iwton
Business Manager
spend at Clemson.
The military officer blames his ragged
J. E. Schmidt
Associate Editor
F. C. Mills
Associate Editor ranks on inadequate training periods. The
R. B. Marshall
Associate Editor .newspaper man meets his deadline and exW. B. Wade
Associate Editor
cuses his lack of copy by pointing to the
Arthur Williams
Sports Editor clock. We, as students arrive at the end of
Dick Braithwaite
News Editor the semester,- receive our poor grades, and
M. F. Simmons
Feature Editor
accuse Father Time of injustice.
Carl Bessent
Associate Sports Editor
What can we do to solve this great time
J. B. Lee
Staff Photographer problem that is supposedly the buggaboo
Assistants: Robert Taylor, R. Pericola, John of all college students? .
Harvey.
Editorial after editorial has been written
Staff Cartoonists: Tad Shell, Hord Stubblefield, in attempts to make students time conscious
H. McCoy.
and time thrifty. All lead to the same general
point, that time should be budgeted and that
Reportorial: to be announced.
the present is the only time that matters.
Bill Rhyne
Circulation Manager.
The old saying "give the job to the man
W. A. Adams
Circulation Manager.
R. _.. Hempstead
Associate. that has a lot to do, and he will got- it
Assistants: C. W .Nichols, R. D. Mellette, J. T. done" still holds true. Rusir.css men tell us
Stansill, J. G. Wright, Xi. T. Jones, J G Young. every day that they need men who disregard
Advertising Assistants: S. M. Hasell, W. A. Col- the dock during work, but who are fully conlins, E. N. Smith, J. D. McCormick.
scious of the time of alarm.
As exams fall about our heads adding to
our numerous duties, it is well to remember
that the past is irretrievable, the future is
only for speculation, that now is the time to
We believe that the real test of states- utilize, so turn-the' clock to the wall.
—W- B. W.
manship is (1) the ability to discriminate
among relative values, (2) a profound appreciation of and reverence for superior values, and
(3) a fervent spirit of sincere and honest
We heard Dr. Milford tell a group of studoubt.
As the State of South Carolina faces dents at the first of this year that the most
the problem of balancing its budget, of ap- important thing they had to do in school was
propriating funds for this and that, of sacri- to care for their health.
"Don't miss meals, you need food to keep
ficing one thing for something else, it bestrong
and to fight off disease. Don't miss
hooves those vested with such responsibility
and authority to discriminate intelligently too much sleep, because you must have rest
to keep your nerves steady and your limbs
among relative values.
Moreover, it is their pledged duty to an dorgans healthy."
Complain, if you must, that you can't get
practice sincere and honest doubt by investigating as profoundly as possible all requests your work done without keeping post-midfor appropriations, and all values—-tangible night hours and cutting meals. But remember,
and intangible — involved in each request, that you may too easily ruin your health in
And when convinced that he has found a the few college years, for it is then that your
great cause, it is the character of the true final physical form and cindition is molded
and cemented^
statesman to fight for hjs convictions.
If you get through Clemson or any other
Is it foresight to cripple our institutions
school
with a marvelous education, at the
of higher learning in order to meet the deprice
of
your health, you have gained little.
mands of other causes more popular and fail
For, without health, your education will be
to provide adequate training for those who
are to guide the destiny of South Carolina nigh valueless, and your chances to find
in the future? For forty-five years Clemson's happiness in life will be cut one thousand
objective has been "human betterment for fold.
This is somethin gto think about during
t"h<* great ma" of citizens." Throughout these the "cramming periods" of the coming exam
fortyrfive years its teachers have been loyal,
have given their hearts as well as their week.
—F. C. M.
heads, notwithstanding a prevailing salary
scale far below that of other Land Grant
Colleges. Furthermore, the cost has been
kept within the reach of the boy who has had
Col. Weeks again pulls a trick out of the
to pay his own way. It has been kept low in
bag
(this time a surprise for the close of the
the face of constant recommendations that
semester)
with the tying in of demerits with
the tuition be raised, that the boy be made to
drill
and
theory
grades in Military Science.
pay for his education. And some fine men
To
some
cadets
this new system will
have been graduated who might never have
prove
a
godsend;
to
other,
it doesn't look so
gone to college had Clemson been expensive.
hot.
The
individual
reaction
depends upon
In evaluating Clemson's contributions to
the state, one should study facts such as the number of demerits now on each man's
record. If he has been good, there is a little
these:
present in store for him in the raising of his
The enrollment has grown from 483 to grade.
On the other hand, the man who hasn't
2,108 in forty-five years. Of the 2,108 now enrolled, 1,866 are from South Carolina. A gotten away with quite as much might have
South Carolina student pays $86.25; a student to put in some extra time studying for army
exam in order to keep the final grade from
from another state pays $176.25.
During the last ten years there has been going too low. We are interested in seeing
an increase in income for teaching activities how it works out.
—G. M. M.
of 15 per cent, and an increase in enrollment
of 67 per cent. The per capita income for
teaching activities has decreased $111.00 in
ten years.
Fifteen years ago the college received
The Tiger commends coach Jess Neely
from all sources $402.00 per student for teach- and his staff for the fine chapel program preing activities. In 1938-1939 the amount avail- sented yesterday.
able per student will be $245.00. In other
The corps has never approved the
words, the enrollment during this fifteen year booing of the decisions of referees
period has increased 99 per cent, while the on the basketball court and within the boxing
money available per student for teaching ring. The rules as explained by Coach Neely
activities has decreased by 39 per cent.
should bring about a better understanding beThe college proposes to spend for each tween those in the stands and the competent
student enrolled this session, 1938-1939, the men who act as referees at our. sports consum of $245.94, the cost to be divided as fol- tests. We in the stands are not in a position
lows:
to doubt, but we are in a position to under(a) State of South Carolina $108.11 stand.
Our athletics teams play return engage(b) Federal Government
24.37
ments with every college that visits Clemson.
(c) Student Tuition and Fees — — 95.28
Fair and sportsmanlike treatment of these
(d) Clemson Bequest and Miscellaneous 18.18
teams will insure the same for our represenTotal
$245.94 tatives while playing away from home.
CHICAGO ' BOSTON * LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

Discrimination Among Values Is
Real Test of Statesmanship -

Sleep And Be Healthy -

The Army Game-

On Sports Contest "Booing" -

As a result of the decline in per capita
income, Clemson has lost well trained men
to other colleges and to the industries because
it has not been able to pay the market price.
Clemson has been unable to (a) provide permanent teachers for a rapidly growing student body, (b) to strengthen and stabilize
the teaching staff, (c) to provide educational
supplies and equipment, and (e) to maintain
an enlarged teaching plant.
son is asking for $201,011.00 to be
by the 1939 Legislature to asang the co«t of Collegiate Ac-1940. This is approxitudent.
ftimate of $112,365.00 for

OSCAR SAYS - - -

. . .that this column is now under
a different regime and that he's
on the lookout for a lot of new
names and tales as well as the
old bread and butter boys.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

. . . that in more ways than one
we all enjoyed F-2's request of
glad when you're dead you rascal
you" over WBT Saturday night.
It was dedicated right but loud
to Jack Baskin and his 10 stooges.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

. . . that not only was Ken Burdette unable to get a picture of
little Porter to put with the Ring
Dance Sponsors, hut even after
the big show it took eight long
days to get her first letter.

From Other Camvi

PcQular Opinion ■■ ■
What do you think of the army's plan for having the amount
of demerits add or stubtract from the final grade
In Military Science?"
Li. M. Posser: "The system is
all right, but it does seem unjust
to begin this at such a late date
in the semester."
?
? ?
?
R, A. Scott: "It is a good idea,
and it makes a fellow walk in a
straight line and helps a lot in
his theory grades."
?
?
?
?
H. M. Covington: "Personally, I
don't tfiink the system is practical. It's entirely possible that a
man may be better or worse on
the field than his drill grades
indicate. A man might know all
their is to know about the theory
of Military Science, yet not be
able to put this knowledge into
practice."
?
?
?
?
W. B. R. Mitchell: "I don't think
demerits should have anything to
do with Military Science grades
because a fellow may know his
Military and still not be a very

g'joa soldier."
?
? ?
?
C. B. Taylor: "The system is good
and it helps students keep in line
and improves their grade in theory also.
?
? ? ?
G. H J.ames: "I can't understand
what demerits have to do with
the grade in theory.
?
? ? ?
J. R. Sosnoskie: "The system
would prove an incentive to the
fellows to be more careful and
may really keep excessive demerits off their records.
? ? ? ?
T. R. Bainbridge: "I think it is
good and am all for it. This system will keep the students from
breaking a perfect record."
?
? ? ?
W. C. Park: "I think it is a good
system for some students. It will
keep those who have demerits
from getting more.

"\-

Talk of Town
(Continued From Page One)
in the world that can boast of
the following combination—a
radio station broadcasting
weekly programs sponsored by
the Tiger from studios in its
own editorial offices; a staff
airplane; a staff car; the biggest radio announcer hi the
world as its radio editor.
' The Program
Comments pro and con have
come in about our radio program
Friday. The Tiger will broadcast
over station WAIM every week
and if plans materialize there'll
be two programs.
The Friday program will continue—newscasts, sportscasts, editorial comment, and music. Plans
are to have a roving reporter
program. Maybe set the "mike"
up at the Jew Shop and ask people questions and shoot a general
line of entertaining bull for 15
minutes.
- Weigh-In
In the lull before exams Dr.
Bo Williams and Big Grayson
found a very interesting pastime.
At three o'clock sharp Tuesday
afternoons they meet in the free
scales corner at Doc's and spend
the afternoon guessing each other's weights.
If you'd like to get in on the
game, it can be arranged.
Embezzlement
If you hide your candle under
a bushel, it's liable to burn a
hole in the basket. After the annual treasurer's report at the local
Social Science Forum meeting';
showed a deficit of 28 cents (receipts for the year totaled exactly one dollar)
Tom Lawton
jumped to his feet and accused
the treasurer of embezzling the
organization's funds.
The Forum may hire W. W.
(Whatever it is, I'm agin' it)
Foster as legal counsel to defend
the ex-treasurer.
—E. M. & G. M. M.

Book Leaves
"REBECCA"
By Daphne du Maurier
457 pages. Price, $2.75, but
yours for the asking at the library.
If there is a formula for the
stuff of which best-sellers are
made, authoress du Maurier has
definitely discovered it. Her coming
through
with
"Rebecca"
proves that her previous works,
such as "Jamaica Inn" were not
accident. There is nothing mysterious about the great popularity
of this book. It is written in her
inimitable style, which make reviewers say: "You can't lay it
down until you have finished it."
Rebecca, first wife of Maxim
de Winter, wealthy owner of the
beautiful country estate, Manderley, is dead at the beginning of
the novel. In her- lifetime she has
so imprinted her personality upon
the house and its surroundings
that her successor as mistress of
Manderley, who relates the story,
comes to know her intimately but
feels dominated and oppressed by
her powerful will which even in
death nearly succeeds in breaking
up a marriage.
Your reviewer thinks the best
work in the novel was the vivid
descriptions of Manderley. The
poorest work—the overdrawn villainous character of Mrs. Danvers,
the housekeeper who is allowed
to get away with some pretty raw
stuff.
Strangely enough the story begins near the end and finishes
where it began, climaxing in a
series of breath-taking events
which furnish lively entertainment
and make an exciting novel.
"MY CONFESSIONAL"
By Havelock Ellis
239 pages. Clemson library.
Havelock Ellis, English gentleman and world's foremost exponent of sexology, looks back on his
years or^fruitful and vigorous living.
Each of the 71 chapters in the
book is like a year out the life
of this great thinker, in which he
precents a theory or group of
facts concerning the ever-important question of sex as ruling factor in our lives. Is sex necessary
and what is a radical; he tells
about the eonist and who are the
opponents of eugenics. He offers
a solution to the question "Can
we standardize love" and he enlightens us on what is the real
meaning of happiness.
E. S.

OSCAR SAYS - - -

. . . that there was a late date
over Chiggerville way after the
Christmas dances and Oscar has
word from the 16-year-old, "to
tell that cute little blond professor, I've forgotte nhis name, that
mother wasn't really mad Saturday night and she hasn't said
anything about it yet." P. S. "Be
sure to tell him, for I think he
was awfully scared."
OSCAR SAYS - - -

. . . that he doesn't know how
Coleman's money was holding out
at the Otteray last week-end, but
if he'll carry a sponge next time
he'll be sure to keep out of the
red.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

. . . that army checks are all
blown now and little Monte Carlo
again starts off with penny poker.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

. . . that Charles Bailes, Buick
and all, couldn't find an opening
in Easley Friday night. It will
TJ. of Arizona—
take a mid-winter's bid to do any
"If you can't see well or if you good over there in.the next couple
would like to be able to see at of weeks.
night like a cat then drink coo*
OSCAR SAYS - - liver oil." that's what Dr. Mar- . . . that speaking of mid-winters,
garet Smith of the University of he understands that these CDA
Arizona says and she has proved orchids at a buck-and-a-quarter
it in a series of 127 experiments. really are geuine and it's the
Night-blindness, a peculiar condi- best idea since Maybank's nomition that developes in the eye nation for governor.
OSCAR SAYS - - from a lack of regeneration of
a certain pigment, may be sub- . . . that P. A. and Duck learned
stantially corrected by taking a lot about kissing from "Battlin'
large doses of cod-liver oil con- Betty" the other week-end. P. A.
takes his like prunes, Duck, like
taining Vitamin A.
apples, and Oscar knows just
U. of Florida—
Peculiar time taker-uppers are what circumstances prevented a
found to be flourishing on the complete lesson in things.
OSCAR SAYS - - Florida campus. The hobbies of . . . that he would hate to say
the students range from miniature which was the greater nuisance,
motorcycles and fancy fish to Garick, or Garick's locked doors
thoroughbred horses and rock- in 2nd barracks.
gardens.
OSCAR SAYS - - The sophomore who collects . . . that the Cal Dust twins, Basmotorcycles make the frames out kin and Beach, don't know yet
of bent coat hangers and the that the Soph and Juniors they
spokes from straignt pins. A sen- so dutifully busted in the shootin'
ior collects old pipes and symph- were just two little meek Columony records, while a junior col- gallery after the boxing matches
lects and weaves Navajo rugs.
bia High School boys.
U. of California—
OSCAR SAYS - - .
. . that Maroney is lo cja :sos
The gals specializing in home
economics decided that they would as an electric razor is tc radic
OSCAR SAYS like to work with the real thing
just to gain some practical know- . . . that it looks like Teer:•■ is
ledge. So they sent a notice ask- coming with ex-O^car Rivenbaik
ing the local mothers if they and that's going to leave Barney
could borrow their babies a few out in the cold unless he gets
hours each day. The mothers re- Limestone's cutest over for Midsponded willingly and before long Winters and cajls for a shuffe
the fifty girls taking the course which incidentally would suit all
had one hundred and twenty in- four.
OSCAR SAYS - fants thrust in their pre-maternal . . . that if our engineering co-ed.
laps. The girls say they like work- Heyward, really finkhes ne 1
ing with their human lab speci- week, there's nothing left to d
mens for it gives them some in- but draft in Rex.
sight and first hand information
OSCAR SAYS - - on what "mamas really have to . . . that this year's stock of yard
do."
engines surely could use some
TJ. of Missouri—
WPA funds for local reconstrucA father who hopes his baby tion.
will grow up to be able to take
OSCAR SAYS - - care of himself will do well to . . . that ' Fruit-Faced Talbert';
christen the little fellow Archi- about face, "Child-Bride" Moore':
bald or Percy er sumpn, because commands, and the Sunday night
with a name like that he will Booblers wouldn't even pass a
have to do a lot of fighting. That Sergeant's inspection at a third
is the view of Missouri's psychol- rate CCC camp—>and if he hadn t
ogy professor.
mentioned "Bird-Legs" elsewhere
"Percivals and Archibalds are in this column he'd say something
usually
sensitive
about their about his salute.
OSCAR SAYS - - names and tend to build up strong
. . . that Rat Cooler deserves anchildren.
other
medal
for his most recent
TJ. of Alaska—
For some unknown reason this bravery, this time while in hot
territorial institution has been water.
OSCAR SAYS - - sending the Tiger its college news- . . . that he will deeply appreciate
paper the "Farthest North Col- all contributions to this column
legian." Proud of the fact that Just mail them to Oscar.
it is located; 64 degrees, 51 minOSCAR SAYS - - utes, 21 seconds north latitude.
. . . that Hoot Gibson has just
barged in with another racket and
he's about to be broke again.
"■

Charlie Calhoun Claims
"No Censorship"; Criticizes
Charlie Calhoun has been visiting here again.
This time he said tnat he was
not Greenwood's D. A. R. movie
—R. B. M. censor and he criticized the Chicago strip teaser who has refused
to permit an operation for appendicitis to be performed on her.
She says the scar might show, and
The Tiger won't go into another of those Calhoun says "scar or no scar,
long tirades about ''skinning on exams"— if I had an appendix, I'd get it
out!"
college students foolish enough to cheat cutSomebody
said that Charlie has
themselves deserve to be cheated.
a job in a gold mine near Ker- Pope Is Selling
But it won't hurt to recall a few" mustn'ts shaw.
Things Again
here: It has been definitely proven that
Salesman D. Townsend Pope of
Edisto Island is selling special
screeching radios, shouting, running around, Gates Gets
sized frames for college commisand looking for four leaf clovers handicap Sleepy People
One dedication made by some sion "diplomas."rather than aid the studying students.
Pope is always selling somegirls at Anderson college on the
"Mess Hall Music" program was thing, folks say. And this week
Moral: Don't aim your skyrockets at "Two Sleepy People" for Big Job he said, "When I stop a boy to
talk he asks me 'how much'."
Gates.
temporary barracks.

Before Exams -

OSCAR SAYS - - -

• . . that Big Boy Flathmann's
antics on the basketball court
even had him (Oscar) laughing
Saturday night, but he was completely floored when the little gal
OSCAR SAYS - - up in back said, as the rough
. . . that Captain "Crane" Gaston one stepped into the ring 10
seems to have a strange liking minutes later, "Oh, and he's so
for the song "Old Folks."
cute, too."

By Ed Schmidt

Sophomore Writes
Of Rings And Things

Jan. 19, 1939.
Dear Editor:
Tonight, as on most nights when
"The Tiger" is issued. I read the editorials.
Of course, being a sophomore, I was
most interested in the editorial, "The
Class Ring." I don't know the gentleman
who wrote it, at least not by his initials
T. M.. hut I do think he should keep out
of the affair of class rings unless he is
a sophomore.
Prom the editorial, which was a very
well written, but a poorly titled one, one
can easily see he is a senior or a junior
who fought hard for a Senior ring dance
for his class but was sorely beaten and is
now trying to use his power of the press
to persuade the sophomores to vote the
way he suggested so he will be able to say
"See, maybe my year I didn't get the dance
as I wanted it but look what my influence
did."
Then if he is a senior, well, he's already gotten his ring he can afford to
make suggestions and changes, but I'll
bet when he was a sophomore he looked
forward with great anxiety to the following year when he did get his ring.
Have you ever seen a happie bunch
of boys in Clemson than those Juniors
Saturday morning.
No, can answer that, but now maybe
since he has his ring he's supreme, he
doesn't want to see us get ours. He wants
to be alone in the privilege of wearing
that ring. I can't understand a real Clemson man's accepting the assignment to
unite such an editorial that is probably
none of his business.
leave this matter to the sophomores:
keep your hands out of our pot. and I'll
assure you if any change might be made,
and I don't think it's possible. It certainly
won't be because of any suggestions from
Mr. T. M. or The Tiger.
The weakest thing in the editorial is
"do it because West Point and Annapolis
do it." I'll assure you we won't be followers of any other institutions.
No. Mr. Editor, we are going to stand
on our own, decide for ourselves, and
make our own suggestion. We hope to do
things for Clemson and see it progress and
grow. We are going to watch the seniors

and iuniors and try to profit by their
many mistakes. We will no doubt make
many and this letter may be our first, but
I feel that I'm expressing the feelings
and desires of each and every sophomore.
If we do make mistakes It us make our
own.
The others have made theirs and we
know it: we will try to profit by them
without any help from' prejudiced juniors
or seniors.
1 should appreciate you printing this,
if you don't mind the criticism. I remain,
'
Sincerely Yours,
ROY PEARCE.

'40 Class Symbol

RING of the Class of '40, embodying all that is beautiful
and traditional of former class
rings, and some more, too, appeared on the hands of some
175 juniors at Clemson last
week. Outstanding changes over
previous years are the addition
of a state seal in the crest, and
sergeant's chevrons on the
shank.
—Photo By Bateman.
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Honor Education Students Coach Flunking Freshmen Here
<?>

"Mess Hall Music" Program And New Equipment
Prove Popular with Student Body; Harcombe
Purchase Is Ultra-Modern And Best In Line

E. E. Students'
Course Improved

The calculus course for Electrical Engineering sophomores
wiil include two hours a week of
Captain J. D. Harcome, Clem~§>'
differential equations this semesson mess officer, announced toter, and in the second semesters
of future years, Prof. S. M. Marday that he had purchased the
new super-modern combination
tin, head of the math department,
and Prof. S. R. Rhodes, head of
record-player radio which is bethe school of Electrical Engineering used in the mess hall.
ing, announced today.
Although he had temporarily
The purpose of this change
planned to buy the machine next
in the calculus course is to betSeptember,
Captain Harcombe
ter acquaint the electrical ensaid that if he had waited until
gineering students with those esthat time a temporary set would
sentials of higher mathematics
have had to be installed to pick
that they will need in further
up the daily "Mess Hall Music"
study of electricity in their junior
which is broadcast from station
and senior years. It is intended to
WAIM especially for the Clemson
fill a definite need, and is not
Student body.
meant to cover the same work
"The set," Captain Harcombo
offered in the special course
says, "is the most modern that
on .^differential equations, math
could be found. The automatic
32, Prof. Martin says.
record changer holds a maximum
The course this year will have
of twelve records, which is apthe same catalog number that
proximately thirty-five minutes
regular engineering calculus bears
of music. The radio set," he
but will offer three hours of inpointed out, "is the most powertegral calculus ,and two hours
ful one made by the RCA."
of differential equations. The
The corps seems well pleased
schedule and arrangement of work
with the change, commander Bashave not been-worked out.
kin says.
Next year, the course will
probably be separately catalogued
Jones Gets
L. B. SMITH ADJUSTS THE MIKE as Alex Graham, tunes in- as Electrical Engineering sophoSquirrel Tail
on Clemson's own radio program, "Mess Hall Music," broadcast more math.
Ed Jones shot a squirrel while each day at 1:15 P. M. from the WAIM studios in Anderson,
Prof. Martin and Prof. Hunter
—Staff Photo By Lee. will conduct the new electrical
he was out target practicing the
engineering math sections. The
other day.
He kept the tail and gave the
course will not be offered for meanimal to a passing negro.
chanical or civil engineers, for
the -intensive study of integral
calculus is of more value to them,
Majors Leave Cadets
the Professors say.
To Inspect Steam Shovel
The steam shovel digging foun"South Carolina's Outlook for
dations at the new barracks site the next four years" was the
holds a fascination for many cam- subject of discussion at the Sopus folks.
cial Science Forum last Tuesday
During last Saturday's inspec- night.
tion Major J. P. Gammon told
Fred Thompson lead the disMajor A. H D.umas, "Let's sneak cussion,
the general opinion
off from this thing and go watch seemed toand
that the state has a
New York City—(ACP)—Anthe steam shovel work." They did. bright fourbe years
By "Tiny" Grayson
ahead of her.
Last Friday "The Tiger takes other move to the right, started
Thompson pointed out that Gov"Lights Out" Becoming
ernor Maybank has already got- the air" for the first time, and at its convention a yea~r ago,
ten to work on his program and the program went over fine. There characterized the fourth national
Popular Barracks Scare
The weird "Lights Out" radio is losing no time in putting into were some people listening in, at convention here of representatives
program which is heard over NBC effect his ideas for South Caro- least, because during the past of the 20,000 members of the
week I've been called everything
stations at 12:30 P. M. Wednes- lina's advancement.
Fred Thompson was elected from Walter Winchell to Graham American Student Union, fusion
day nights is becoming popular
group of liveral student organizachairman tor the coming semester, McNamee.
at Clemson.
It is the Tiger's wish that the tions.
Last week Tom Ellison and George McMillan was elected viceStill maintaining its support of
Frank Leake had to sleep together chairman, and Bill McGinty, sec- cadet corps will continue to listen peace, the Union adopted a peace
retary-treasurer.
Frampton
Durto
the
program
because
it
is
your
after hearing the week's story
calling for a study of
program and we want to keep it resolution
dramatized, and Ben Leonard said ban is retiring chairman.
the defense needs of the U. S. and
The
meeting
was
held
in
Dr
so
that
it
will
be
very
enjoyable
he couldn't sleep all night.
its attitude toward the
H. G. Aull's home.
to you as well as to the others modified
Reserve Officers' Training Corps.
who may tune in. Last week a The
convention voted approval of
professor remarked that the pro- the recent
plan of President Roosgram sounded professional.-We evelt to train
students~as civilian
appreciate this remark more than air pilots.
we can express here in words,
The peace resolution declared
The Columbia Music Festival
Clemson college, through the and hope that this professor will that the people and government
Association has begun a drive to
continue
to
listen.
of the United States should make
establish a major symphony or- formation of a special committee
Suggestions
or through existing organizations,
a positive contribution to peace
chestra in South Carolina.
As yet I've received no sugges- by not giving material or moral
The association, which annual- has been asked by "The Intercolly sponsors the state music festi- legiate Committee for Aiding Stu- tions of prospective talent either aid to "those aggressor nations
val, is attempting "to place South dent Refugees" to aid in providing from the campus people or from which seem determined to engulf
Carolina out in front of all South- for refugee students from Ger- the cadets in answer to the re- the entire world in war." It comern states in music culture, lift- many, Italy, and other Dictator- quest in the last week column. mended the Administration policy
If you know of any talent don't toward Germany and China.
ing the minds and hearts of our ridden countries.
Aid and scholarships to these be afraid to drop me a line telling
The defense plank declared that
people to a higher and happier
students, according to the Inter- me who it is and what they do. at present unilateral disarmament
level."
Establishing a major sympho- national Student Service, will The person doesn't have to be a was not possible, and called for
ny orchestra would make sympho- prove to the .world that American singer or even play a musical in- a joint study of defense needs
ny concerts possible over the en- Youth believes in tolerance, free- strument, but he may be a writer with the National Intercollegiate
tire state, and would advertise dom, and the sort of democracy or a poet, just so he does some- Christian Council and the NationSouth Carolina to the entire na- that translates its beliefs into thing well enough to be heard al student Federation of America,
on the air.
the results to be submitted to a
tion. In addition to this the edu- action.
The booklet accompanying the
referendum of the chapters'of the
Heltons
cational advantages would be unThe Helton team that you heard American Student Union.
limited, proponents of the orches- request for aid suggested many
ways of raising the necessary last week has been playing on the
tra state.
The association hopes to keep funds. It may be seen at the campus for various occasions during the past year or two.. They connection with the 30 minute
Hans Schweiger, internationally Tiger offices.
could have carried out the entire program of mess hall music broadfamous musical director, in South
fifteen minutes with their music cast over WAIM every da^ from
Carolina as director of the orches- Song Dedicated
and would have had a very in- 12:15 to 12:45. Jimmy is aso
tra.
To
11
Stooges
teresting program. I hope that it assisting us in the presentation of
Mr. Schweiger and James Y.
Boys on company F-2 phoned won't be long before we can have "The Tiger takes the air" proPerry, chairman of the association, are to meet at Anderson station WBT in ■ Charlotte Sun- a return engagement of this swell gram.
college Feb. 9, at 8:00 P. M., day night and had them play team.
Last summer it was my pleaswhen Mr. Schweiger will talk on "I'll Be Glad When You're Dead
That Charleston brogue of Ar- ure to be master of ceremonies on
the music to be performed at the You Rascal You" for "Colonel thur Williams' last week sounded the childrens' program over WA
like some Mexican station but IM, which was originally Jimmy's
Festival and on plans for the Baskin and his Ten stooges."
And the operator in Charlotte Arthur's voice is not like some job.
orchestra.
He showed-me how to carry
The Clemson Glee Club sang at answering the phone told the local of the other Charlestonians here on by beginning the program and
boys:
"I'll
bet
that
Colonel
Basthe Music Festival in Columbia
on the campus. If he continues then I took it over. Each time a
last year, and will probably do so kin is the Clemson commandant to improve, he will be speaking child came to the mike I would
and
his
ten
stooges
are
janitors."
English
soon.
again this year.
ask him the same question that
Jim Bulleit
Jimmy had first asked. The quesTruly a personality in the tion was: What flavor of ice
broadcasting world is Jimmy Bul- cream does (the sponsor) handle
leit of the WAIM staff and pro- down at his sto-re?" Every answer
gram director of that station. was the same, "I_ don't know."
Jimmy always has a smile or a When the program was over I
pleasant remark for everyone. found out that' it was a failure,
This week he was here at Clemson and so my career as an announcer
assisting in the installation of the was temporarily at a stand-still,
new equipment in the mess hall. but Jimmy continued to be a very
The equipment -is to be used in good friend.

Student Directory Off Press -

Alpha Tau Alpha, honor education fraternity, inaugurated a series of special night classes for
agricultural education freshmen
here last night.
The classes under the direction
of fraternity president Harris
Beach and supervised by Prof.
J. B. Monroe are conducted in
the education building by fraternity members.
Reviews for examinations in
chemistry, zoology and entomology and English are being conducted now. Next semester regular night classes will be held for
failing freshmen.

Mess Hall Music-

State's Outlook Discussed At
Forum Meeting; Officers Named
Tiger On
cjne Air. ..

Drive for Symphony
Orchestra Started

ASU Calls for Study
Of Defense Needs

Aid for Refugee
Students Asked

Trig Prof Invades Ether...

Beach Heads
Student
Teachers

Georgia Director
Visits
Dean Washington
BLUE KEY President Johnny Brailsford and Tom Lawton,
Recently Georgia's State direcwho had charge of the compiling and printing of the new Blue tor of Vocational Education, M.
Key student directory of Clemson cadets and students activities, D. Mohley, and Dr. S. C. Garriare shown looking over the publication just before distribution. son, president of Peabody College,
Thackston and Carl Bessent stand in line for their copies.
visited Dean Washington of the
—Staff Photo By Harvey. Educational school here.

Student Directory Distributed
Through Barracks, Well Received
The Blue Key Directory, incorporating several new features,
was issued Monday". The booklets
were distributed through the barracks after long roll.
In the 08 pages, there is: the
regular alphabetical compilation
of students in which the name,
class, course, room number, and
home town of each one is given;
Many ads; a listing of the faculty, their respective positions, and
their room numbers; a compilation of the cadets according to
the counties from which they
come; a listing of clubs with
their members; and a dedication
to Major Abbott, who died recently.
According to Blue Key members, the delay in the appearance
of the Directory was unavoidable
and was caused by the addition
of the new features.
This is the fifth directory sponr
sored by the national service frat'.

New Anderson
Theatre Completed
Construction is just about complete on the new State Theatre
in Anderson to be located on
the corner of Whitner and McDuffie Streets. Decorators are to
take over the house in the next
few days and installation of the
equipment, which is of latest design and efficiency, will be completed.
The new State Theatre in Anderson is to have air-conditioning
equipment and is one of the few
theatres in the two Carolinas to
have a modern cooling plant.
The State Theatre will have a
large stage, capable of taking
care of the larger road shows playing the South. An auxiliay lighting system is installed to insure
lighting should the regular power lines tail.
It was also brought out by
Jimmie Cartledge, manager of
the State Theatre, that quite some
thought was given to naming the
new theatre for Thomas G. Clemson, but due to the fact that
quite a bit of confusion would
have been caused with the close
proximity of Clemson College,
they decided to name the new
theatre the State.

Ham
Radioing

Dairying Professors Visit
Experiment Station at Pontiac
Prof. J. P. LaMaster of the
Dairy department and Dr. Anderson visited the Experiment
Station at Pontiac last Tuesday
to discuss the coming year's experimental work there.

Williams Tells Editors and
Publishers About State's Fix

By Sam Hunt

(Continued from page one.)
pie in a new effort to critically
evaluate and appraise the best
steps to be taken in solving our
social and economic problems.''
Willing People
Dr. Williams says South Carolinaians wanted to follow a leadership that would furnish insight
into these problems and their
practical and effective solutions.
"Our people are conservative but
respond when convinced that
there is wisdom in suggested programs and procedures."
"It is very significant," Dr.
Williams says, "that South Carolina's population is composed of
a high proportion of youth. One
half of the people are under 20
years of age. Only 40 per cent of
the nation's population is under
20 years. The high proportion of
youth in the population is a result of high birth rates and low
death rates prevailing in the'
state. The birth rate in South
Carolina is twice the death rate
and in the United States the ratio
is three births to two deaths.
Every time six people are born
in South Carolina three die; every
time six are born in the United
States, four die.
In connection with many facts
presented Dr. Williams pointed
out that he was using averages
which meant that many farmers
had less than the figures indicated.
Dr. Williams, a native of Pickens county, a graduate of Clemson
college and a resident of the
Clemson community since graduation in 1918, says lhat South
Carolina is "abundantly rich in
spiritual values and that the
state has preserved the strong
Dr. I. P. Orens of the Physics virtues of family life and religious
Department lectured on "Ameri- devotion but it must be admitted
canism" at Brevard College, Bre- that we are poor in this
world's goods."
vard, N. C, Wednesday.

An interesting demonstration
in ham radio was on the club
program Monday night, Ben McLeod had charge . . . 4ETP had
to buy new mike batteries . . .
someone left the mike switch on
. . . 4ETP is being equipped with
new crystal mike . . . 4EPU is
building the pre-amplifier . . .
4EQH is still waiting for his
ticket to come back . . . same
goes for Major Hawkins (4DXJ)
and Branch . . . good luck boys.
4EQP works 160 fone on his
week-end off . . . his QRA is
Columbia . . . Ran across an old
Clemson man on 75 fone . . .
W8MOP of Bluefield, West Va.,
. . . the name is Bernard Lawrence, "11", he says he's the boss
of the house since his rig is in
the parlor . . . other Clemson men
who are hams, 4CPB, Greenville
"25", 4ETC, Greenville, "28".
4EGH Blairs "32", and 4MJ, Savannah "37" . . . E. H. Smith
(4DSJ) was the first S. C. contact or 4EPJ, Shigley . . . 4EPJ
is operating code some nowadays.
4PFO is still using low power
. . . 4COL is making plans for
future . . . those plans include
free traffic for Clemson students
. . . Kid Sweeney is now ex-4CID.
Works Englands
4EQH recently worked some
English stations on 40 meters
. . . 4DYC got two VK's Australia
using 7% watts on 20 meters
. . . From the national headquarters of the Red Cross recently
came the statement "the ability
to establish communication when
all other methods have failed,
makes amateur radio a vital element in the organization in national disaster . . . 73's.

ANTIQUES
CHOICE PIECES AT REASONABLE PRICES!

FINE SHOE REPAIRING
Elbow Pads Sewed on Sweaters
Fresh Roasted Peanuts

Modern Electric
Shoe Shop

EXPERT REPAIRING AND FINISHING

COLONIAL ANTIQUE SHOP
J. B. Williams, Prop.
Easley, S. C.
"12 Years Experience In Cabinet Work"

GUARANTEED
Watch & Jewelry Repairing

Feinstein's Watch
Shop
CLEMSON, S. C.

WHEN IN ANDERSON EAT AT

THE CAROLINA LUNCH
Meals, Sanidwiches, And The Best Hot Dogs In Town.

New Spring Shoes are arriving. Crepe sole tans, crepe
sole blacks, also tan and whites. Crosby Square and
Friendly. All sizes of Moccassins now in stock. See me
about new Spring clothes and slacks. I order Tuxedoes
and "tails."

HOKE SLOAN
PROFESSOR C. E. KIRKWOOD of the school of General
Science, lectures into his short wave mike, and a friend of his several hundred miles away picks up some pointers on math. The
professor's friend works on his trigonometry during the mornings
and then the two go over it together in the afternoon, via short
wave radio, just as if they were in the same room,
—Staff Photo By Lee.

Formal Wear
For The Formal Dances.

We Specialize In Serving
Banquets And Good Sunday Dinners.

SEE ... CLAUDE GREEN

HOTEL PALMETTO

RICHARDSON CLOTHING CO.

DORN MANAGEMENT
SENECA, S. C.

Anderson, S. C.

Averaging 21.393 miles per gallon of gasoline, Oldsmobile's new Series Sixty,
introduced this year in the low-price field and driven by John Bodine, won first
honors in its price class in the recent Gilmore-Yosemite Economy run. The event
which has acquired national interest was participated in by 29 cars of various
makes and was under AAA supervision.
The 1939 Gilmore-Yosemite run, as in other years, was over a 315-mile course
starting in Los Angeles and charted through Fresno and Wawona. However, weather
conditions were so adverse that almost half of the cars entered failed to finish within
the required time limit of eleven hours.
"Results of the Gilmore-Yosemite run announced by the American Automobile
Association show that Oldsmobile's new low-priced Sixty won first place in its price
class with an actul mileage of 21.393 miles per gallon of Red Lion gasoline." said
Earl B. Gilmore, president of the Gilmore Oil Company, sponsors of the run. "Oldsmobile is to be particularly congratulated of this performance because this' record
was made under gruelling conditions that featured blizzards and ice covered highways," Gilmore added.
The Oldsmobile, like all cars competing, was driven over the 4,230 foot Tejon
pass to the floor of the San Joaquin Valley. From this point they proceeded to the
6,000-foot summit near Wawona and on to Yosemite. On the ton mileage basis,
which was used in -determining the winner, Oldsmobile's low-priced Series Sixty
showed 43.763 ton miles per gallon of gasoline and no oil or water consumed.
No Yosemite run was ever held before under quite such adverse weather
conditions, according to AAA reports. Light rain fell as the cars left Los Angeles at
5:00 A. M. Heavy fog was encountered in Weldon Canyon followed by more rain.
A cross wind of almost gale proportions greeted the contestants in Tejon pass; spotted sunshine in the vicinity ot Fresno. In the foothills of the Sierras, a young
cloudburst flooded the roads for several miles. Snow began to fall at about the
4,000-foot level and all cars were halted by rangers and compelled to put on chains
before completing the final forty miles into Yosemite Valley.
The delay in applying chains and the slow trek over the ice and snow covered
Wawona Summit caused 13 of the 29 cars entered to finish after the allotted time
limit of eleven hours.
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On Air Tomorrow -

Coaches Explain Rules
Of Games To Students
Beforesa special assembly of the
entire cadet corps in the college
auditorium Wednesday, Coach
Jess Neely, director of Clemson
athletics, Bob Jones, boxing coach,
and Joe Davis, basketball coach,
gave some important pointers on
when to applaud and when not
to applaud during the Clemson
basketball games and boxing
matches.
Expressing the belief that the
spirit of the corps at times was
due to a lack of knowledge of
basketball and boxing rules, Coach
Neely had Coach Jones demonstrate the various fouls committed in boxing and explained the
will to- method of judging the fights. He
of The also asked Coach Davis to demonof (left strate the various fouls commitRhodes. ed on the basketball court.

THE CLEMSON GLEE CLUB double quartet which
morrow be featured on the regular Friday broadcast
Tiger, "Tiger Takes The Air." The quartet is composed
to right front row) J. E. Jay, Sam Garrison, J. E. Switzer,
(Back row) Josey, Littlejohn, Sharpe, and Weinheimer.
—Staff Photo By Harvey.

Colonel Richmonds Commends
Corps And Local Lav-Out
Col. Henry R. Richmond, officer in charge of the Fourth
Corps Area ROTC Units, arrived
on the Clemson campus last Friday in time to see Retreat ceremonies, and spent Saturday making an informal.inspection of the
cadet corps.
"I am more than pleased with
what I saw," said Col. Richmond
"Your retreat ceremonies are
most impressive, and I think your
ability of mixing the right amount
of military and school spirit is
most remarkable."
Col. Richmond also remarked
on the unusual "espirit de corps"
and the "attractive" uniform worn
by Clemson cadets.

Willises Return from
New Orleans, See
Recent Visitor Off
Dean and Mrs. H. H. Willis returned recently from a short
trip to New Orleans, where they
put Mrs. Willis's sister, Miss Ruth
Moore, on board the boat for Brazil. She is in charge of a school
there sponsored by the U. S.
Chamber of Commerce.
Miss Moore, who has been on
the Clemson campus for a visit
to her sister, said that cotton textiles are moving right along in
South America, and that this particular industry has caused Brazil
to flourish during the past two
years.
The conference held between
diplomats of the two continents,
and sponsored by Secretary of
State Hull have" done a great deal
to bring about more friendly relations between the United States
and her southern neighbors, says
Miss Moore.

Sleep Resuscitates
Dissipated Citadel
Cadet Corps

An unusual quarantine has
kept the boys at Citadel within
the dim gray walls since Christmas. The period of "non-exit" for
the cadets is based on the old
axim "an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure."
At any rate the confinement
was not because any one was ill
with a contagious disease, but
rather because of the fear that
someone might contract an unemployed malady outside the
walls of the institution.
By way of the Citadel Bulldog
comes the statement: "After two
weeks of Christmas holidays the
cadets need fa rest from their
strenuous night-life and a rescue
from their over-exertion. Constant
going, dissipation, lack of sleep,
and over-eating break down the
resistance and leave one susceptible to disease and "cold" germs.
In restriction the cadet can catch
up on their sleep and, thereby,
return to normal conditions."
Williams to Talk Carolina
Problems For Lions Club
Prof. B. O. Williams of the department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology will speak
to the Lions Club of Walhalla.
"Social and Economic Problems of South Carolina" will be
his topic.

Army Reserve to Be
Recruited to 75,000
Major General Stanley D. Embick from Army Headquarters at
Atlanta announced thatfthe Regular Army ReserVe will be recruited up to 75,000 men immediately according to instructions
just received from the War Department, Washington, D. C.
A change in the regulations
which permits the enlistment of
Reservists in the grade held upon
discharge from the Regular Army
will greatly increase the number
of enlistments to military authorities at Fourth Corps Area
Headquarters. Reservists already
enlisted will be promoted to the
grade held by them on discharge
without request.
Southern boys who have served
in the Army are becoming more
interested in' the Regular Army
Reserve according to General Embick. The Fourth Corps Area has
risen in the standings of Corps
Areas of the Army from seventh
place on October 1, 1938, to second place on January 1, 1939, in
the campaign inaugurated by the
War Department to secure enlistments.

Inefficient Colleges
Cost Twice As Much
New York City—(ACP)—That
large numbers of college students
have less academic ability than
the youth of their generation who.
have become machinists and unskilled workers is disclosed in a
pamphlet. How Good Are Our
Colleges?, just released by the
Public Affairs Committee.
The pamphlet summarizes the
results of the ten-year study of
higher education in Pennsylvania
made by the Carnegie Foundation
of the Advancement of Teaching.
Only about half of the youth
of outstanding ability are getting
into college ,the pamphlet declares, while at least one-fourth
of the college students are below
the average out-of-school youth in
ability.
Colleges are shown to differ
widely in the capacity of their
students. In one extreme case all
of the students in the sophomore
class of one college ranked lower
in an intelligence test than the
dullest student in the sophomore
class of a superior institution.
Nor do these differences appear to be due entirely to selection. Thirty-four students out of
test scores were close to average
went to colleges which ranked in
the upper half of Pennsylvania
colleges. The remaining 72 went
to clleges in the lower half. When
tested agai nafter four years, the
students who attended the- top
rank colleges made scores which
were superior to those in the
low-ranking institutions by a margin equal to the normal difference
between Sophomore and Senior
years.' Thus, the pamphlet comments, "if the kind of knowledge
measured by these tests is the object of a college education, then
it is about twice as expensive in
time (and probably in money) to
go to the less efficient institutions."

OBITUARIES

Lippincott Rates
College Humor
Bill Lippincott, chemistry professor,, is showing students in
his Qualitative lab a recent issue
of College Humor which contained a quotation previously printed
in the Tiger column "By Their
Words."
Under the heading Faculty
Humor was:
"I can't make you learn this,
but I can damn well make you
wish you had."

Miss Mary Goode
Miss Mary Goode, sister of
Clemson's Baptist minister, died
here last week.
She was buried Sunday at her
home in Virginia.
Mr. Alexander
Mr. Alexander of Seneca, father
of Dr. Stokes Alexander and Bill
Alexander of Clemson, died at his
home last week.

Tigers! Attention!
MAKE

STANDARD DRUG AND LUNCH
Headquarters when in Anderson.
AGENTS FOR . . .
WESTINGHOUSE REFRIGERATORS AND
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES!
R. C. A. Victor Radios and Records.
.

Boone Book
To Publishers

■"Dossie Bell Is Dead," by
Professor Jack H. Boone of the
Clemson English department will
be off the presses of the Frederick A. Stokes Company of New
York in March.
The novel depicts Tennessee
nountain and swamp life.
Although "Dossie Bell" is Professor Boone's first attempt at a
book length novel, it is not, by
any means, his first venture into
the literary field. For four years
after graduating from Vanderhflt
University in 1930 and receiving
his M. A. degree in 1931, Mr.
Boone worked as a free lance
writer, and under the,pen name
of Kit Wayland he turned out
numerous detective thrillers and
other short stories.
In 1932 his short story, "Big
Singing," was reprinted in the
O'Henry Memorial Volume of
prize stories, and in 1937 his
name was placed on the honor roll
for O'Brien short stories by virtue of the success of his novel
"It Sure Whips Me."
During this period many short
stories rolled out of Professor
Boone's busy pen until 1935 at
which time he was made Editorin-chief of the Tennessee State
Guide of the Federal Writers Project.
Since coming to Clemson novelist Boone has bent his efforts
toward the teaching of freshman
English and has spent his spare
time in completing "Dossie Belt
Is Dead" and in outlining two
new novels.
When asked what he liked besides fiction writing, Professor
Boone replied in a casual tone,
"boxing."

Mrs. Walthour's Cousin
Elected Alabama Governor
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Hudson Orchestra Tunes Up-

Shoot The Show
FRIDAY
"Marie Antoinette' — second
showing. Previewed last—week.
SATURDAY
"Out West With The Hardys"
The fifth in the hilarious Hardy
series with Mickey Rooney in his
usual starring role. The story is
replete with jubliant comedy, human and heart warming pathos,
and trials and tribulations. The
family goes west as guests on a
huge ranch where Mickey finds
DEAN HUDSON, HIS FLORIDA CLUBMEN, an d his lovely songstress Frances Colwell, will be
his nemesis in the "orniest" cow- giving no "still, sad music of humanity" when the y play for the Saturday afternoon tea dance and
gal in Arizona, played by Virginia the informal dance Saturday night. Hudson's ba nd, now nationally known, has already stormed and
Weidler. Lewis Stone, Cecilia taken Clemson, and is one of the most popular Sw eet-swinging orchestras the CDA has ever brought
Parker, Fay Holden, and Sara here.
Holden complete the inimitable
Hardy group in their new western
adventure. Mickey Rooney as "the
terror of the range" is a show
in himself. His antics are even
better than in "Love Finds Andy
Hardy."
MONDAY
Among the couples already signed on the mid-winter dance list Bill Bouton, Dot Haygood, Con"Just Around The Corner" — are:
verse; P. W. McAlister/, Jane
Shirley Temple in an impossible
Perry, Converse.
Tad
Shell,
Dot
Moore,
from
tale of mistaken identity built
Jim Thaxton, Anne Cambell,
around her valiant efforts to get Florence; Scotia DeLoach, Arny Greenville; Bill Coleman, Ruth
Vesper Speakers
Morris,
Greemvilje;
Bye
Johnher architect father into the good
Duckworth, Lander; Harold Bracston,
Tillie
Helms,
Charlotte;
J.
Mr.
Chrles
Douglass, Presbygraces of "Uncle Sam" who she
ey, Ann Pattillo, Atlanta; Bill
has confused with a multi-million- S. McKinney, Margaret Sian, Monckton, Cecil Farrell, Colum- terian minister at Seneca, was
the guest speaker at Vespers on
aire. Charles Farrell is slightly Georgetown; Duck Lindsey, Mar- bia;
Bobby Hemstead, Jane
convincing as a struggling widow- tha Frances Todd, Anderson; Ray- Pattillo, Atlanta; Dick Osteen, the past Sunday. Mr. Douglas used
er who falls in love with the great mond Sloan, Meadors Lunn, Win- Louise Brown, Greenville; Black "The Wholesome Life" as his
financier's
daughter,
Amanda throp; J. T. Shirley, Cominne! Dog McLeod, Margaret Garrner, topic, and presented his talk in
Duff. Burt Lahr, Joan Davis, Sweeney, Converse; Manly Wright, Hartsville; G. C. Henderson, Lib an engaging manner that was very
and Bill Robinson provide some Betty Reid, Randolph Macon; B. Player, Lander; J. F. Beaudrot, popular with the large number of
rather good support to strengthen E. Scott, Sara Boyd, Converse; Adrian McKeller, G. W. C.; and cadets that attended the program.
W. A. Carlisle, Lib Ward, Hollins;
Dr. Sidney Crouch, local Presa slightly above average film.
M. Crook, Nan Bissett, Converse; J. A. DesPartes, Blub Meachemj byterian minister and instructor
Fort
Hill.
A. A. Thomas, Nancy Craig, Rock
of Religion, will be the principal
TUESDAY
speaker on the Vespers programs
"The Sisters"—Errol Flynn and Hill; N. R. McElveen, Dot Jennext Sunday.
Bette Davis are the principals in kins; Converse; Charles Bailes,
Dr. Crouch is a favorite with
this drama of pre-war days. Miss Betty Chapman, St. Marys; W.
Clemson audiences. His messages
Davis turns in another ^piece of A. Jaeckel, Alice Blackwell, Colusually drawn from his varied exsplendid acting as the faithful umbia College at Columbia, S. C.
W. A. Rhyne, Marie Derimmetperiences are always a tremendous
wife of Flynn, an unsettled and
drawing card.
restless newspaperman. Her un- er, W. C. U. N. C; G. C. Bryant,
Lobby Improvements
dying love finally brings Flynn Claudia Zabel, Columbia; Boyce
The "Y" lobby, always a place
to his senses in a dramatic climax. Burley, Delia Jo Marshall, ClemThe prime requisite for winning
Ian Hunter and Anita Louise are son; Crain Gaston, Halaire Hak- a college boxing match is con- of multitudinous activities, ha3
better than usual in the support- kins, Mary Payne, Charlotte; Bill dition. The one way to get in recently been equipped with a
new radio, pieces of furniture in-,
Anderson, Sing Rudisill, Lander;
ing roles.
Louise Cason, Lib Anderson, Con- condition is to work. The Clem- eluding two new divans and a
WEDNESDAY
son
College
boxers
are
noted
in
"The Higgshis Family" with verse; Red Blair, Betty Hender- boxing circles for the fine shape number of new plush bottom
chairs, arranged especially for
son, Charlotte; W. D. Workman,
s
James Gleason. No previews.
Cile Heustess, Winthrop and they're in when they step into freshmen. The new cabinet size
the
ring,
and
to
get
in
this
conTHURSDAY
radio is a pleasure to all cadets
Heaven..
dition they work, and work hard, who don't have the privilege of
M.
H.
Watkins,
Susie
King,
and
work
long.
"The Mysterious Rider" A repeathaving a radio in their rooms, i
Twenty of them keep the boxed case of figuring that everybody Winthrop.; M. T. Prosser, VirCouncils
ginia
Gourdin,
Winthrop;
M.
D.
ing bags swinging every afterwould be gone home so "a shootThe Freshman "Y" Council in
Hiers,
Jeanne
Purdon,
G.
S.
C.
em-up" was scheduled. Zane W.; C. V. Wray, Kat McCollum, noon and smetimes on Sunday its regular weekly meeting TuesGrey's western drama of the Winthrop; S. L. Skardon, June morning. Coach Jones (sometimes day night elected the following ofcalled Simon Legare Jones by
vengeful murderer who returns af- Webb,
U. S. C; R. P. Reagan, weary pugs) is adept at condition- ficers who will serve for the
ter twenty years as a mystery
coming semester: President, J. G.
Betty
Bryan,
Palm
Beach;
Barry
ing, and really puts them through
rider screaming "Hi, ho, Silver"
Kat Nolan, Converse; Alex the paces during the training Young of Florence; vice-president,
stars Douglas Dumbrille and Sid- Hayes,
J. R. Sosnowski of Johns Island;
Graham, Steadman Cork, Con- hours.
ney Toler. At least it will be a verse;
Secretary, Donald Broun of WilA. C. Gandy, Ruth FriHard Work
relief from exams.
mington, N. C; and treasurer, J.
day, Charlotte; M. E. Falls, Jayne
When a boxer first hits the W. Skardon of Walterboro.
Hilliard, Asheville; Phil Drew, fieldhouse in the afternoon, he
Holtzy's
"Borrowed Kisses"
Betty Tedars, Greenville.
dons his uniform, grabs a weight
Mr. J. B. Holtzendorff accompTrouble Horton
Pink Irwin, Ellen Ellerbe, in each hand and strikes out for anied
by Mrs. Holtzendorff and
Captain Shepherd said this week Spartanburg; Big Job Gates, Em- cemetery hill. The usual course
that his first sergeant Horton, ily Jolly, Anderson; Walter Cox, is around the hill, around the Fred Kirchner left Saturday for
"has been the recipient of a grave Mary Johnson, Anderson; Allen knoll, and then back to the field- a short trip up the Florida coast.
While on the trip Mr. Holtzy exinjustice."
Sanders, Ellen Carpenter, Clem- house, and, of course, four' times
Shepherd complained about the son; Tom Lawton, Spud Gresham, the length of the fieldhouse pects to get his extensive swimpicture of First Sergeant Horton Winthrop; Harry McKeown, Fran- sprinting for good measure. Then ming schedule arranged and Mr.
printed under the caption "Bor- ces Smith, Florence; J. M. Mc- it's three minutes on the big bag, Kirchner will observe sports in
Tiger. The picture was of Horton Kee, Betty Whelchel, Carolina; three minutes on the small bag various Florida colleges.
in the "Junior class ring" kissing Joe Payne, Katie Beaty, Converse; and three minutes rope skipping
another cadet's date.
H. N. Dent, Jane Allison, G. W. C. and shadow boxing for a time. Clemsonians Hold Posts
Horton made no official comA. T. Beaver, Martha Parker, Finally,
he will box three At Thornwell Orphanage
plaint.
Washington, D. C; E. W. Shep- three minute rounds. He'll box
Three Clemson men hold imard, Tula Tankersly,
Hassard, just as fast as he does in the portant positions with the ThornGlenn Returns
Ky.; C. L. Potter, Frances Al- ring, too, but three minutes long- well Orphanage at Clinton, S. C.
good, Queens Chicora; C. W. er. Oh, yes, to top- it off, the
R. T. Dunlap and W. C. HuffTo Classes
Professor H. E. Glenn has re- Sims, Frances Moore, G. W. C; team usually indulges in group man are farm managers, and
Carroll Brannon is dairy manager.
turned to his class room after John Platt, Mary Daly, Columbia; calisthenics.
an absence since Christmas, due
to illness. Professor Glenn-- is on
the school of engineering.

Mrs. R. F. Walthour's cousin
has just taken oath of office as
governor of Alabama. She and the
Major returned recently from
Montgomery, where they attended
Governor Dixon's Inauguration.
Major Walthour and Gov. Dixon
have been personal friends for
several years.
At Colonel Weeks' request they
stopped by Fort Benning on the
way back to borrow one of the
U. S. Army's semi-automatic rifles
for demonstration at the Reserve
Officers Contact Camp and Military science classes here.
Major Walthour said last night
th^t he had a hard time borrowin gthis new weapon, even for a
short while, but was finally able
to persuade the officers at Benning to part with it. The one he
brought back is No. 162—the one
hundred and sixty-second in existence.
Live Baby Hawk
Brought To Lab
Stribling to New Orleans
Bob Carter "winged" a baby
B. H. Stribling of the Ag. Ed. hawk near Clemson Tuesday while
Department will attend a meet out hunting.
of the Southern Agricultural
He brought the bird to ProfesWorkers at New Orleans in sor Ware. It's stuffed and in the
February.
local collection now.

FORT HILL FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA.
ANNUAL REPORT TO MEMBERS:
It is a pleasure to report to the members of the Fort Hill Federal Savings and Loan Association a most constructive year in
serving the public interest. A savings and loan association, possibly
more than any other financial institution, is carrying on a great
public service, making possible the owning of homes by a great
many people, as well as provding a place locally for the safe investment of money. Such is the responsibility, which your association has accepted.
Assets increased during 1938 from $186,038.43 to $216,089.07.
We advanced $68,606.34 to 26 borrowers, and $36,750.00 of this
amount was for the construction of new homes. The net increase
in the amount due the association by borrowing members on first
mortgage loans was $23,164.78.
The total amount invested in shares of the association by
private shareholders increased $48,754.74 during the year, and
there is now invested in the association $195,236.37 by 210 individuals. Dividend at the rate of 4 percent was paid on shareholder's accounts, and the amount paid in dividends totalled
$7,060.76.
Our first concern for the association, even above its ability to
earn, is the safety of funds invested by our shareholders, consequently it is a pleasure to report that out of earnings for the year
we added $1,681.41 to the reserve and undivided profit accounts.
Our reserves, which are important because they are shock absorbers against any emergencies which may arise this year or in
the years ahead, are now more than 5 percent of our mortgage
loans.
Your board of directors would like to be of service to as many
people as possible in providing money for home ownership. Ample
funds are available for all home loans in our territory, and you
will render a service to any one interested in building, buying or
refinancing his home by referring him to the association. Prompt
action and absence of red tape characterize our loan service.
Indications are that 1939 will be a good year for home building, and we -look forward to continuance of service in helping
transform house renters into home owners in the area served by
this association.
Respectfully submitted.
S. W. EVANS, President
F. C. ANDERSON, Secretary-Treasurer

Many "Dates" Listed On Midwinters Dance
Roster Already; Cadets Add Others Daily

YNEWS

Pugs Work Hard
But Don't Quit

Valentine Day
February 14th
SELECT YOUR VALENTINE CANDY NOW!
Beautiful selection of heart shape boxes of Nunnally's, Norris & Whittman's
Each Box Wrapped And Ready To Mail At No Extra Charge.

VALENTINE CARDS
FOR MOTHER, SWEETHEART, SISTER, AUNT, FRIEND, ETC.
LARGEST ASSORTMENT YET __
lc to $1.00

in

3).ruo
y

v
ipanu} Unc.
Lsompany,

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Lacrosse Seen As Coming Sport At Clemson And In South
<!>-

Giftof
Sticks Made

Flathmann Takes To Air-

By Arthur Williams, Sports
Editor
And so the new order beginneth.
We hope that we'll be able to give you as good
as did Watson. That's aiming high,
do our best to put out a readable
hope you'll be able to put up with
year. Well, here she goes.

a column
but we'll
one, and
us for a

BILL CASON
When Bill Cason was in high school, he
I chummed around with Bob Woodruff. Woodruff had a smaller brother, who Bill knew
well, of course, who was bosom friend and
'companion to Ed Ross. At the weighing-in
ceremonies Saturday afternoon, Bill discovered that his opponent for the evening was little Woodruff all
grown up. So there he was, supposed to tear into his best
friend's kid brother.
Bill hummed and he hawed, and wanted to fight a weight
above his own, but, unable to make a change, he finally came
to the conclusion that nobody was a friend of his once he got
inside the squared circle with him. And, much against his will,
he was forced to wage an aggressive, slashing battle against
the Georgia scrapper.
THE BASKETBALL TEAM
The basketball team looked lots more like a team Saturday night. It looks as though Joe Davis has moulded a really
first-lass organization out of a bunch of stars. Perhaps Clemson isn't out of the running for a tournament bid after all.
In fact, we honestly don't think that many organizations in
the land could lick the team that played Furman.
LA CROSSE
As you have undoubtedly discovered, LaCrosse (also
called legalized murder), and the fastest game on two feet, is
being organized at Clemson. Frankly, we know little or nothing about the game, but we know of just three people who
have played it, and all three go into raptures and break into
smiles when they even think of it. Two of the three are here
at Clemson. They are Carl Bessent and Di. Crouch. The third
is Dinty Moore, coach of the Navy team.
Dinty Moore is so anxious for Clemson u> have a team
that he sent 22 Lacrosse rackets for the team to use,
and payed for them out of his own pocket. And so, with those
rackets, and a little other equipment LaCrosse is starting, and
it certainly looks like the coming sport to us.
Dr. Crouch, and Bessent will act as couches this year.
They need players, so it will be a fine chance for some
"lemson fellows to participate in a fine game, and maybe—
•'ust maybe—there'll be a minor C in it if the team is supported
and is fairly successful.
WILSON AND DRIESBACH
Warren Wilson has a reputation that, in a way, is too
good. Last year he won all of his fights by forfeits. This year
the first time he was supposed to fight light-heavy, Georgia
forfeited to him again.
Lauren Driesbach fought as nervy and skillful a fight as
we have ever seen against Georgia. Moran, the welterweight
he fought Saturday, K. Oed. him during a freshman fight last
season. But this time Lauren fought more carefully, more
skillfully, and won a clean-cut decision. He fought beautifully,
and erased the only blot on his ring career.
Next Saturday there'll be another double-header, and the
Tiger will then have crept a bit closer to boxing and basketball championships. Next Saturday we'll start trailing him
again, but at present he's just sitting down licking his chops,
and sharpening his claws. So we'll just let him lie 'till Saturday.

THIS PICTURE is unusual because Flathmann is shown here
in the ah- rather than sitting on top of an unfortunate opponent.
Gene's roughhouse tactics and his color have made him a popular
player with the state's basketball fans. But this 240 pounder adds
more than color to a game for he's a dependable, able basfceteer.
—Staff Photo By Lee.

Boxers vs. P. C.
Wofford Plays
The second double header of
the season will be held in the
fieldhouse Saturday evening. The
basketball team will play Wofford, and the boxers will engage
a powerful Presbyterian College
outfit.
The basketeers, just entering
on a winning streak, hope to make
Wofford the third straight victims of their court prowess. P.
C. and Furman are the two latest
teams to meet defeat at the hand
of the Bengals who are coming
fast up the comeback trail.
P. C. Boxers
The P. C. boxers will furnish
tough competition for the Tigers.
In spite of the fact that Lauren
Driesbach, star left hander, probably won't box vecause of an injured hand, the Clemson team will
be top-heavy favorite to 'top the
P. C. scrappers.
Clements, Blue Stocking lightweigh, and Sutton, welterweight,
are the outstanding stars of their
team. Sutton not only has never
lost a decision, but has won by
far the majority of his college
bouts by K. O.s. In his two fights
so far thi sseason, Sutton has
knocked out Blatt of Carolina and
Kerrison of the Citadel.
Brady may fight welter in place
of Driesbach for Clemson, and
Berry will be back in as bantamweight.

Airplane Lost
But None Hurt

Top Notch Slugger -

W. E. Bethea, sophomore boxer, builds model airplanes almost
too well. He was sailing his newest model last Thursday on Bowman field. The plane soared high
over the main building. Said Bethea, "The model circled the building four times then lit out. I still
haven't found it."
If anyone has found the model,
(which is white and has a wing
span of about two feet) in his
front yard, sophomore Biethea
would appreciate the information
concerning its whereabouts.

Post Tweet
As guest columnist this week,
we have with us Miss Arthurina
McGillicuddy of Winthrop. Miss
McGillicuddy has written seveKal
sports articles^ for us during the
year, and now has expressed the
desire to turn columnist. So we
take our leave and turn the rest
of the column over to Arthurina
to do with as she will.
BILL CASON is really the handsomest thing. Our heart goes pitter patter pitter patter when we
see Bill step into the ring. All
the girls still simply adore cave
man tactics now, you know, and
Bill certainly fills our bill. Oh,
my! GENE FLATHMANN is cute,
but he's'a meanie. We saw that
basketball game Saturday, and it
was really terrible how Gene sat
on all those little boys. It was
awful! If it hadn't been Furman
that we were playing, I certainly
would have complained to the
management.
Personal Notes
Miss Esther Weeks, lovely
daughter of Colonel and Mrs. C.
W. Weeks, was an interested spectator at boxing practcie last week.
Miss Weeks, clad in a blue afternoon dress and white shoes, said
of the helmeted boxers, "They
look like monkies" . . . Mr. Lauren
Driesbach is setting the style for
boxing team underwear. Mr.
Driesbach wears rose colored
pants with organdie flowers, and
either blue or yellow tops. Says
the gentleman in question, "They
are comfortable, and besides it's
so cold these mornings."
Thank you, Miss McGillicuddy,
and we're hoping that you'll be
back with us again ere long.

Boxing and Basketball
Home Schedule Listed
BASKETBALL—
***Jan. 28—WOFFORD.
Feb. 6—GEORGIA.
Feb. 13—DUKE.
Feb. 18—SOUTH CAROLINA.
Feb. 20—CITADEL.
BOXING—
Jan. 28—P. C. (tentative).
Feb. 4—SOUTH CAROLINA.
***Indicates double header of
basketball and boxing.
Double headers of basketball
and boxing will start at 7:30
o'clock.
Basketball alone; 8 o'clock.
Boxing alone: 8 o'clock.

Clemson Boxers
Defeat U. of Georgia Star Southpaw Is
The boxing team won its second
straight victory last Saturday Poor Peace Maker
night when they dropped the
Georgia pugs to the tune of 7
to 1. Ross scored the only K. O.
of the evening when he sent
"Garner to the canvas in the second.
Summary
Williams decisioned Kennedy;
Ross knocked out Garner; Bradley decisioned Fredrickson; Driesbach licked Moran; Rion Drew
with Smith; Cason decisioned
Woodruff; Morer and Jones drew;
and Georgia forfeited the lightheavy match to Wilson.

HEXRy BRADY was intra-mural champion last year in the
155-pound class. Before that, he'd never been in the ring. But this
year he's been coming along fast and by the end of the season
should be as fine a junior middleweight as Clemson has ever seen.
Clemson Men Always Welcome at

SAM'S LUNCH
COLLEGJMTREET

GREENVIMJE,

S. C.

Lauren Driesbach has been cured of peace-making. He was attempting to settle a difference
in opinion between his old lady
and another guy when the other
guy swung at him. Lauren swung
back with disastrous results. The
star welterweight southpaw not
only did a job of face-lifting,
but sprained his valuable left
hand.
He may possibly recuperate in
time to participate in the P. C.
matches.

Lacrosse will probably be
the newest addition to the
Olemson
athletic
program,
represented by a newly formed team.
A Lacrosse meeting was held
last week, and 28 cadets met
with Dr. Crouche to discuss
organizing a t e a m here at
Clemson. Last Saturday afternoon 16 cadets gathered on
Riggs Field to learn the fundamentals of handling a lacrosse stick under the instruction of Dr. Crouche. Regular
practice will begin immediately after examinations.
Twenty-two Lacrosse sticks
have been given this group by
Mr. W. H. Moore, Navy Lacrosse
coach, who paid for them out
of his own pocket. Mr. Moore has
lent a great deal of support toward getting lacrosse started here
at Clemson, and will realize his
success only upon organization
of a Clemson Lacrosse team.
At Duke
Coach Lewis of Duke and Coach
Loizanio of Georgia have asked
for lacrosse games here at Clemson this spring. Clemson's lacrosse
team will probably make its debut here against Duke late in
March. The University of Syracuse lacrosse team has asked for
a game at Clemson when they
come South to play members of
the Dixie League. The members of
the Dixie League which is composed of Duke, North Carolina,
University of Georgia, American
University, Washington and Lee,
University of Virginia and V. M.
I. will supply the competition for
the Tiger team.
Clemson will be the connecting
link between the Georgia lacrosse
teams and the North Carolina
teams, thus finishing the Eastern
and Southern chain.

Company Ball
In Full Swing
At Y. M. C. A.
The company basketball league
is under full swing at the Y. M.
C. A. gymnasium and the small
gymnasium of the physical education building. Eighteen squads
play games every week. In the
afternoon games are held in the
Y. M. C. A. gymnasium and in the
evenings after supper games are
played in both the Field House
and the "Y". Several hundred
cadets participate during the season in the intra-mural basketball
games.
Plans are under way to form a
company intra-mural basketball
league for the cadets who have
not been playing regular positions
on the first team. This "B" class
league will start to function after
examinations.
• A regimental basketball tournament will be conducted at the
close to determine the championship intra-mural basketball team.
This tournament is looked forward
to with enthusiasm by the majority of the intra-mural players.

Basketeers Win;
Are Improved
Clemson Basketball team won
its second game in a row in defeating Furman 4 3 to 31 at the
Clemson Fieldhouse last Saturday
night, January %l.
The game was exciting to the
cadets and their friends and it
contained elements which point
to continued improvement in the
Tiger team. On the attack Clemlooked better than any game this
year, a fact which atoned for some
slight slipping of the defensive
efficiency.
Banks MacFadden, among the
best centers in the South, snapped into blazing action with the
rest of the team and led in scoring 11 points. His incredibly fine
shooting average of 5 baskets
in 14 shots was made possible
by his ability to strike from close
range on both pivot shots of his
own making and on passes from
Lancaster and Bryce. Dude Buchanon played a consistently strong
game at forward, and Stanley
Lancaster contributed more points
than usual from a guard position.
Clemson took an amazing number of shots, nearly a hundred
and while its accuracy was not
as high as Coach Davis might expect, the net result was enough
goals to win. The Furman lads
seemed content to shoot from
less-balanced positions than were
the Tiger basketeers.
Football Score
For the first five minutes the
scoreboard looked as though it
were a football game for the Tiger
team had a 7 to 6 lead, but the
Clemson cadets fell to with a
whoop and began to climb aboard
the Furman defense in such a
way that at the rest period the
score was 22 to 16.
The second half began at a faster pace, and the Clemson quintet
forced it into greater speed all
the way against a tiring foe. The
Clemson lead grew to 17 points,
but then shrank as Coach Davis
substituted freely and the inevitable counter-rally earned points
for the Greenville team. The Tigers had too great a margin to
waste at this time, and they left
with a satisfactory 12 points to
their credit.
Summary
G F TP
Bryce, f
2 t 5
Buchanon, f
4 0 8
Moorman, f
2 15
F. Coakley, f
0 0 0
G. Coakley, f
0 0 0
McFadden, c
5 1 11
Jackson, c
10 2
Posley, c
0 O 0
Flathman, g
10 2
Lancaster, g
5 0 10
Abee, g
0 O 0
Jenkins, g
0 0 0

—SPORTATORIAL—

New Deal For
Intra-Murals According to Dr. Crouch,
Australia couldn't have the
tremendous crowds at football games that we have in
America, because if 30,000
Australians gather together
at an athletic event, then
70,000 of them will be playing.
Things should be like that
here in our country, but the
United States is rapidly becoming a country that derives its pleasure from
watching rather than participating in athletic events.
Perhaps this is so because
in most colleges the varsity
athletes, usually on scholarship, are greatly superior to
the average college member,
and this superiority is a barrier too great for most college fellows to overcom:.
So they cultivate the hablof looking rather than doing.
The intra-mural spon s
gram seems to be the best
solution to this problem. We
don't mean the halt-hearted
kind of intra-murals that wehave here at Clemson now,
but a more extensive program* with real spirit and
rivalry between the companies. There should be a big
ger crowd at the finals of an
intra-mural tournament than
at a varsity basketball tournament in the fieldhouse.
A better program would
have two main advantages.
It would encourage more
boys to participate in athletic. It would develop more
players for the varsity teams
(the boxing team has several "discovered" in last
year's tournament.)
So let's start doing something about intra-murals.
Let's organize real company
teams, and let's get some
real pep and vitality into
the sports program within
Clemson.

Bill Wallops Woodruff-

Cason Wins;
Ross Doesn't
Cason and Ross were in the
semi-finals of the Savannah high
school boxing tournamnet. Cason
defeated his opponent, but Ross
lost a close decision.
The scrappers weren't Bill Cason and Ed Ross, though, but
their brothers, Robert Cason and
Malcolm Ross. They hope to follow in their brother's footsteps,
so they'll probably be two more
Savannah scrappers raising cain
among the southern conference
boxers ere long.
Sloan Is A
Jitterbug, He Says
"Sophomore" Raymond Sloan
is the only Clemson student in
the corps who did not enjoy "The
Great Waltz" last week, it was
reported by usually reliable sources today.
He stamped out of the Y in
the middle of the show shaking
his head and exclaiming "Rotten!" it was reported.
"Man, I couldn't sit through
that thing," he is quoted as saying.
Sloan is reputed to be a jitterbug.

PROGRAM

Special Awards Now For Marksmanship At

RICHARDSON THEATRE

The Red Circle Shooting Gallery

SENECA, S. C.
Thursday-Friday:
i
THE CITADEL with Robert
Donat and Rosalind Russell.
Saturday Afternoon:
THE COLORADO TRAIL with
Charles Starrett. Also Flaming
Frontiers and comedy.
Saturday Night: v
NANCY DREW, DETECTIVE,
with Bonita Granville and John
Litel. Also act.

<$>■

BILIi CASON is shown racking up his third straight vict-i..of th© year against Woodruff of Georgia. Woodruff, a former.,
.teammate of Cason's, gave the Clemson captain a rough time, but
Bill came through for his usual win after three hard
—Staff Photo By Lee.

FOR EXPERT CLEANING, PRESSING AND
TAILORING SEE

BODIFORD'S DRY CLEANERS
Clemson, S. C.

"VT/^nnT/^l^ Due to advance in price on all
i.1 \J X JL\JJjjCzecho dinnerware, we are forced
to advance prices on "Louise" "Rhoda" "Priscilla" "Roberta". This advance will apply on all sales after February 15, 1939.

LOCATED NEXT TO CXEMSON GRMi

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
Complete Uniforms To Clemson Men.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SENECA HARDWARE CO.
SENECA, S. C.

THE TIGER, CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA.
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Locals To Couduct Program Of Agricultural Convention In New Orleans
NEXT WEEK

5,000 Circulation -

There will be no TIGER
published during exdm week
(February 2).
This issue of the Tiger was
not scheduled, but the incoming staff was anxious to
start work and felt that two
weeks was too long a hangover.
The new staff, although not
presenting its full working
policies until the first issue
of next semester (February
9), intends to skip no publications during its session.
The Tiger will come out
EVERYTHURSDAY
NIGHT.
—The Editors

Denizens of Deep
Do Duck Drill
R. L. HEMPSTEAD, W. A. RHYNE, AND P. H. ADAMS will
head the circulation staff for the Tiger for the coming year, it
is announced by Editor Earl MaTzo today. Rhyne and Adams are to
be co-managers and Hempstead will be associate manager. Boost
ing of Tiger circulation to 5,000 this semester puts an extrk load
on these men and their staff.
—Staff Photo By Lee.

Ware Bands All Types of Birds
As Hobby; Is Official Bander
By Frank Mills
Prof. R. E. Ware is one of
£;193 licensed bird banders in
the United States, whose hobby
is the capture 'and banding of
wild birds to facilitate the study
of the lives and travels of the
American feather crop.
Prof. Ware, with the help of an
NYA student, operates fifteen bird
traps that may capture four birds
each. He makes the rounds of
the traps several times a day
to give the captured birds a numbered leg band, or record the
number if the bird has been banded before.
With these traps about the
campus, Mr. Ware has caught as
many as forty birds in a day,
and with special chimney traps
he has caught occasionally 380
chimney swifts. Each bird was
given an individual number and
registered with the government.
Other banders get these same
birds sometimes, hundreds of
miles from Clemson. They report
the numbers, and Mr. Ware gets
word that one of his birds has
been found, telling him when and
where.
Looking back through his files,

his banding to Clemson. He has
banded over 5,000 birds in and
around Clemson in the last six
years, but he has also banded
shore birds on Sullivan's Island,
near Charleston, and is planning
to band ducks in the new Lake
Issaqueena.

Sophomore Builds
CCC Boys Taught By
Home In Spare Time Industrial Ed Seniors
R. A. Scott, . of Biddleford,
Maine, sophomore in the School
of Mechanical EngineeringJ has
already started putting his education to practical use.
During the summer, Scott rebuilt the cellar of his Maine
home, and revamped the whole
house for warmth and comfort.
He built a six-inch wall around
the foundations, built coal and
wood bins, and laid a new floor to
complete his work on the cellar.
He then overhauled the heating
equipment, and repaired insulation.
To round ou£ a busy summer,
he built sun porches, painted the
outside of the house, sowed the
lawn in grass, and built an attractive stone wall in front of the
house.

'25 Grad Designs
$250,000 Memorial

R. E. Ware
he can tell when he numbered
the bird, when he last was caught
in a Clemson cage, and when he
was last caught anywhere by a
registered bander.
Bird Tall**
Mr. Ware says that bird-banders speak a language all their
own. A "return" is one which was
branded one year and comes back
the next season after migration.
A "repeat" is a- bird which acquires the habit of coming to the
traps two or three times a day for
a whole season. He becomes a
friend, but an utter nuisance.
There are unwritten laws in
bird-banding, though, Mr. Ware
comments. One of them is that
all birds must be carefully cared
for and released in just as healthy
and normal condition as they
were snared in.
Bands Everywhere
Mr. Ware has not confined

Suggestion:
Saturday night there will be
another double-header in the
fieldhouse. With such an attraction there is bound to be
a record crowd, and here's a
suggestion to the corps.
Last Saturday after the boxing matches, there was a mad
rush toward the doors. Several
cadets came close to being
hurt, and time was lost by
the unnecessary shoving.
Let's pass out of the fieldhouse in an orderly manner.
The public has its eyes on us
and good conduct here not
only saves time, but creates a
more favorable impression on
the outside.
—B. B. M.

"On swim into the line" . . .
"With fins in, halt," . . . "Call
your regiments to ascension" . . .
is the kind of commands the
innocent I bystander is liable to
hear in C. B. Lawton's room, nowa-days.
Ramrod Bookhart and Footsie
Coleman would be responsible for
those commands.
This is not the Bookhart or the
Coleman, though, but these are
the scaly pets purchased in a fish
bowl, by Colonel Bookhart's
stooge, Lawton. In honor of his
military friends, Lawton assigned his new family the names Ramrod and Footsie, named after
Bookhart and Coleman, respectively.
Recent fish-bowl drill has included the manual of arms for
Ramrod, and squad drill for Footsie, Lawton states. For next week,
a practice parade is scheduled,
and all cadets, particularly those
in the first regiment, are invited
to attend.

Briton Kirton, graduate in
Clemson's School of Architecture,
Class of '25, designed a $250,000
memorial for White Springs, Fla.,
to Stephen Collins Foster, and has
been commissioned to start its
construction on the banks of the
Suwannee river.
The memorial will be built of
white Georgia marble and granite
as an amphitheatre with a seating capacity of 1,000 to 1,500
persons.
It will be a lasting tribute to
the man who immortalized in
song the Suwannee river, built upon its banks at White Springs,
Fla., by the National Federation
of Music Clubs. A life-sized bronze
statue of Stephen Foster will be
the central dominant figure.
Mr. Kirton, with offices now
in Jacksonville, Fla., is originally
from Cades, S. C. His father is
an ardent Clemson supporter, and
his brother, J. J. Kirton, finishes
here this year in Chemical Engineering.

Professors L. J. Brock and H.
S. Tate said today that evening
classes have begun at Liberty's
CCC camp for the camp boys.
Four classes have been organized with a total of approximately
forty boys attending.
Practice teachers who are conducting these classes are senior
members of the Ind. Ed. Dept.
C. D. Shealy will take up the
reading interpretation of the blue
prints, Joe F. Anderson and J. T.
Whitney will discuss woodwork,
W. B. Norfolk takes up framing
squares while C. F. Ballentine
shows "the values of practical
mathematics.
The classes are held on Wedneday night from 6:30 to 8:30.

Cushman to Speak
At Dairy Meeting
C. C. Cushman, dairy specialist
of the Clemson Extension Service, and vice-president of the
Southern Section of the American
Dairy Science Association, will
speak at the annual meeting of
the association in New Orleans,
Feb. 1-3, on Interpretation of
Dairy Herd Improvement Association records.
Cushman has been identified
with the dairying industry in
South Carolina since 1921 and is
one of the proponents of permanent pastures and forage crops
in further developing the state's
dairy industry.

Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of the
school of agriculture, will preside
over the 40th annual convention
of Association of Southern Agricultural Workers to be held in
New Orleans Feb. 1, 2, and 3.
This convention is perhaps the
most outstanding event of the
year in the Southern agricultural
world, it is said. Colleges and
universities representing each of
the Southern states from North
Carolina to Texas send delegates.
The theme of this, scientific
gathering is "Problems in plant,
animal, ,&nd human nutrition as
related to the social and economic life of the South."
Officers
Representatives from Clemson
holding offices on various committees are: Dr. H. P. Cooper,
president; R. A. McGinty, reorganization committee; J. P. LaMaster, resolutions committee; Dr.
J. B. Edmonds, secretary of borticulture section; Dr. Arnot, head
of plant pathology section % professor C. L. Morgan, head of
poultry section; C. G. Cushman,
vice-chairman of dairy section.
Many Clemson professors and
extension workers will read papers concerning researches in their
particular fields. W. R. Paden of
the Agronomy department will
present a paper on, "The value of
rapid soil-testing methods."
Dr. B. O. Williams will talk
on, "The effects of mechanization of agriculture on the farm
population in the South."
Other Papers
G-. B. Killinger will read two
papers, one on "The importance
of barley, grain sorghums, and
soy beans for the Southeastern
states" and one on, "The importance of potash to Southern agriculture."
J. P. LaMaster will lead a discussion of "Dairying in the
South." C. G. Cushman, "Feed
Records."
R. A. McGinty, "Research with
Sweet Potatoes." W. G. Anderson, "A study of foul leukosis and
the effect of adding wheat germ
oil to the ration."
C. H. Arnot, "Seed treatment
tests with cotton in 1938." Dr.
Richard Weindling, "Variability
of fusarium vasinfectum Atk. in
culture."
Dean H. H. Willis, of the Clemson Textile school has already received several letters asking for
men to fill positions in textile
plants immediately upon thei(r
graduation next June,
Dean Willis says that the industry seems to be picking up
again, and that these calls for
graduates are a good sign of bet
ter times.
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Appreciation Of Service Rendered

Bees Have Good
Time In Travels
By M. F, Simmons
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LAUBENS COUNTY alumni presented a Parker fountain pen
.to Dr. E. W. Sikes, Clemson president, "in appreciation of the
valuable service rendered to our alma mater" at a meeting last
week. In the picture above, Dr. Sikes is showing his prize to
Cadet Commander J. S. Baskin and T. W. Talbert.
—Staff Photo By Lee,.

Barracks To Go Up When The
Digging Is Completed
Excavation for the new
barracks is scheduled to be
finished before the end of this
week, A. B. Morgan, Jr., resident engineer for the project
said today.
Pouring of the' concrete
foundation, he said, would also
begin this week.
Mr. Morgan, a Clemson graduate, designed barracks four, five,
six and seven, as well as the
barracks now undet^ construction.
He says that the new building will
be very much like the other
Captains Complain At
"Bookhart Tyranny"
Captains in H. U. Bookhart's
cadet regiment are complaining.
Bookhart, they say, is trying
to assume power over that of the
Brigade commander and "he is
even revising the cadet regulations to suit himself," one man
said.
It is reported that Bookhart
ordered "boots" for retreat without consulting the Brigade commander last week, and that he
is "busting right and left" those
senior officers who make use of
their "rightful privileges" and
leave the campus on week-ends.

"new" barracks, only larger.
There will be four floors running
the entire length of the building
and five floors from the side entrance which will open between
barracks five and six to the end
next to the field house. A gangway will lead from the second
floor to the first floor of the
first barracks.
.The 132 room structure will be
almost completely fire proof.
The only difference between
the new structure and the other
new barracks will be the floor of
asphalt tile. The bathrooms will
be completely tiled, and the bathroom doors will be aluminum instead of steel.

Although "as busy as a bee"
has always implied being very
busy, "as busy as a Clemson bee"
means being more than just busy
—it means being productively
busy.
For Professor David Dunavan,
who is in charge of the Clemson
bees, is working his bees on a
schedule that approaches the super-efficient.
Early in the spring the bees
go to the apple orchard to pollinate the self-steril varieties of
apples. When their duty is done
there they move up in the Blue
Ridge mountains and produce
Sourwood honey.
Professor Dunavan, who has
been in charge of the Clemson
bees for about three years, says
that transferring the bees is a
very simple process. Early in the
spring they are moved about three
miles from the Clemson bee yard,
then just before the apple trees
begin to blossom they are moved
into the orchard. Moving them
twice, he said, is necessary because if they are moved the short
distance from the bee yard to
the orchard, many of them would
lose their sense of location and
return to the original colony.
When, they are moved as much
as a mile, however, they forget.
Moving the colonies to the sourwood mountains, a distance of
more than 30 miles, Professor
Dunavan said, does not interrupt
their activity in the least. They
begin work the first day after
being moved, and in the length
of the summer, the 20 colonies
produce almost a ton of rare
sourwood honey.
Despite the expense in moving
the colonies several times a year
the Clemson bees more than earn
their keep. Besides the tremendous task of pollinating the apple
orchard, the ton of sourwood
honey which they produce—the
very best in the world—is sold
for more than enough to pay the
entire expense.

DRINK

The pause that refreshes
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. — ANDERSON, S. C.

Central Dance Association Invites the Corps to

Annual Mid-Winter Dances
— FEATURING MUSIC BY —

Hal Kemp and His Orchestra
Dean Hudson and His Orchestra

Kinard's Foot
Getting Better
Professor Francis M. Kinard's
infected foot is getting better.
This week he discarded a crutch.

Kemp Leads the Soft and Sweet

Strand Theatre
ANDEBSON
Late Show Saturday Night:
"SWING SISTEB, SWING"
with Ken Murray and Johnny
Downs.

Massey Appointed
District Agent
Larry B. Massey, whose appointment as district agent for
the Piedmont district has been
announced by D. W. Watkins, director of the Extension Service,
succeeds the late A. A. McKeown.
Massey, now 34 years old, is a
native of Anderson county and a
graduate of Clemson. College in
the class of 1927.
Nichols Has
Experiences
Max M. Nichols of the senior
company said this week that the
"Little Monte Carlo" roulette
wheels may not be crooked, "but
the cards shore are!"
Nichols almost busted a line
sergeant for insubordination this
week. The sergeant almost busted
Nichols, and Nichols became angry.
Nobody was busted, however.

Cooper to
Preside At
Opening

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday:
Loretta Young, Richard Greene
and Walter Brennan in
"KENTUCKY"
Added Popeye Cartoon & News.
Thursday-Friday :
Shirley Temple, Charles Farrell and Joan Davis in
"JUST ABOUND THE
COBNEB"
Added Cartoon, Novelty and
News.
Saturday:
Humphrey Bogart and Kay
Frances in
"KING OF THE TTNDERWOBLD"
Added Hal LeRoy in "Knight
Is Young," Cartoon & Novelty.

GET THE BEST

Friday Night Formal
$3.00
Music by Kemp, 9 'till 3
Saturday Afternoon Tea
Music by Hudson

$ .75

Saturday Night Informal
Music by Hudson

$2.00

AT

SULLIVAN'S HARDWARE CO.
Sporting Goods — Farm Implements
Paints and Varnishes
ANDERSON, S. C.

4

Block Ticket

$5.00

Compliments The Tip

